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Artists’ Books Exhibitions in the Bower Ashton Library
showcases, UWE, Bristol, UK
Why Publish?
Tues 1st September – Sat 31st October 2020*
Over lockdown many of us have been thinking about past
and future exhibitions, projects and books. Books we haven’t
made yet, revisiting books we love reading and discovering
books we want to read to make us think about or see things
a little differently. Some recent arrivals and Tim Mosely’s
Correlations series of publications and exhibition inspired
the choices for this autumn exhibition. To think about the
books we make, but also about some related books that
remind us why we want to publish right now.
Dipping into brighten up your writing by Caitlin Akers
or Etiquette by Lacey Prpic Hedtke has allowed a sense
of play with words, and making of rules and agreements
for lockdown living. Being creative with scissors and Pritt
Stick, making collages, rubber stamping, anything you
can get your hands on that occupies your mind. Londonbased artist Daniel Lehan has been making massive collage
panoramas, Jean McEwan collaged a month-long series of
hand-altered, fundraiser postcards in August and has made
a new book - Games of Now “Figuring out how to live in
these days”.

T. Jacobi (1892) with new texts by E. McManus and S. S.
Whetton (A6 books and Temporal Drag) produced by the
brilliant risograph expert Esther McManus at the London
Centre for Book Arts (LCBA) has provided great inspiration
alongside the wonderful Natural Enemies of Books, A Messy
History of Women in Printing and Typography (Maryam
Fanni, Matilda Flodmark, Sara Kaaman – MMS, eds.
Occasional Papers, 2020) both purchased from the LCBA
online shop.

Flotsam (VVV3), Michael e. Casteels, Timglaset Editions, 2020

Letraset poems - Michael e. Casteels, Flotsam (VVV3)
published by Timglaset in Sweden, one of a series of
“small, inexpensive chapbooks which aim to broaden
the perspective on contemporary experimental poetry.”
We succumbed to Timglaset’s new stock too, from the
wonderful psw (Petra Schulze-Wollgast) Pyramids and Copy
Transform series, plus the new ToCall Magazine #11 – a
special issue dedicated to alphabets and alphabetic works of
concrete poetry with contributions by 17 artists and poets.
Timglaset also generously produces free pdfs of their out of
print titles which you can download at:
https://www.timglaset.com/free-pdfs

Natural Enemies of Books, A Messy History of Women in Printing
and Typography, Maryam Fanni, Matilda Flodmark, Sara Kaaman
– MMS, eds. Occasional Papers, 2020 and Some Notes on Books
and Printing, A Guide for Authors and Others, Charles T. Jacobi
(1892) with new texts by Esther McManus and S. S. Whetton, A6
books and Temporal Drag, produced by Esther McManus at the
London Centre for Book Arts, 2019

Other books concern publishing itself, Some Notes on Books
and Printing, A Guide for Authors and Others, Charles

Noticing changes in the garden, landscape, and the
climate/weather here, lead us to engage with new and
old Uniformbooks publications, from An Indifference of
Birds (Richard Smyth, 2020) and Suburban Herbarium
(William Arnold, 2020) to Spate, (Colin Sackett, 2009).
Talking to artists about how they were managing to produce
new work allowed us to also find or revisit books and zines
such as Art (EAK Press, 2013), Puffin Muzzle (Paul Cooke,
dubious books, 2020), Buke Zine 4 (Andres Gatti, 2012) and
Omiros Panayides’s OWK zine (2016-).” OWK (Oi Wraioi
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Kypraioi) is an ironic acronym for “the beautiful Cypriots”
in Greek, spelled using Latin characters. OWK is an
independent visual library for words and images that create
linear or abstract stories providing a structure for publishing
and archiving projects.” Correspondence with Roelof Bakker
about his new artist’s book Unprocessed (2020) involved
thinking about the purpose of the democratic multiple and
the idea of the reader / viewer as witness.

The full list of books can be found at:
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/whypublish
Bower Ashton Library, UWE, Bristol, UK.
https://twitter.com/UWELibrary
Exhibitions at Le Centre des livres d’artistes (cdla)
Saint-Yrieix-la-Perche, France
Sous serres – Coefficients d’agriculture dans les livres
d’artistes
(Greenhouses - Agricultural coefficients in artists’ books)
Le Centre des livres d’artistes (cdla)
Until 26th September 2020
From a proposal by Perwana Nazif, Anna Romanenko and
DSRA “Document & art contemporain”.

Art, EAK Press, 2013 and OWK zine, Omiros Panayides, 2016

Antonio Freiles emerged from lockdown in Sicily to post an
artist’s book edition he had kindly published last October
Lago Cremisi Permanente (Sarah Bodman & Chrystal
Cherniwchan, 2019), David Dellafiora managed to send the
new Field Report 2019 (Field Study International, 2020) to
contributors around the world from his base in Geelong
Australia despite postal delays due to quarantine. Dellafiora
is still inviting participation in all Field Study publications,
so check out: https://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com and see
what you might contribute to. Some books also arrived from
Hubert Kretschmer’s Archive Artist Publications in Munich
which sowed the seeds for this exhibition, was wir glauben
(what we believe) by Natascha Afanassjew & Jonny Mühle
(so-Viele.de., 51, 2020) and Why Publish Noise? by Miekal
And (so-Viele.de., 66, 2020).

Field Report 2019, Field Study International, curator David
Dellafiora, Australia, 2020

*The books will be displayed in the library cabinets for
students to see when they return in October, but due to
social distancing measures we will be sharing the books
with the public online as we did with the last exhibition via
UWE Bristol Library’s Twitter feed.

This exhibition brings together thirty artists - from
Gianfranco Baruchello, known for having founded in the
surroundings of Rome an Agricola Cornelia S.p.A. farm
that he has operated for more than a decade as a farm and
an artistic project; to local artist, Tamarind Rossetti, who
documents by painting the activities of the farm where
she lives in Ségur-le-château - the exhibition measures the
interpenetration of artists’ books and agriculture, ending
with a playful tribute to the artist California conceptual
John Baldessari (1931-2020) who left us earlier this year.
Stephen Wright, for the DSRA “Document & art
contemporain”. Take a tour of the exhibition online at:
https://vimeo.com/415515532
The collection, 20 years of enrichment
Fifth episode: Sharon Kivland
La salle du fond(s)
Until 26th September 2020
Curator: Jean-Marc Berguel.

Le Centre des livres d’artistes (cdla)
1 place Attane, F-87500 Saint-Yrieix-la-Perche, France.
https://cdla.info/
Adrien van Melle - Hors Champs
books - Olaf Nicolai
Florence Loewy, Paris, France
5th September – 31st October 2020
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Opening 5th September 6-9pm

Jacqueline Reem Salloum; Patricia Sarrafian Ward; Jana Sim;
Sable Elyse Smith; Patricia Tavenner; Christine Wong Yap;
and Helen Zughaib.
Exhibition curated by Maymanah Farhat and organised
by The Center for Book Arts in New York. Support for the
Center for Book Arts’ Visual Arts Program is provided,
in part, by the New York State Council on the Arts, with
the support of Andrew Cuomo and the New York State
Legislature, and by public funds from the New York City
Department of Cultural Affairs in partnership with the City
Council.

La Boule de voyante, Olaf Nicolai & Luca Lo Pinto, 2009
Offset colour, leporello, edition of 500.

SFCB gratefully acknowledges the following patrons and
lenders for their support of SFCB’s exhibition programme:
The Kahle Austin Foundation :: Grants for the Arts ::
Anonymous :: The Chuck Welch Eternal Network Mail Art
Archive.

Florence Loewy gallery / books
9/11 rue de Thorigny, 75003 Paris, France.
http://www.florenceloewy.com
info@florenceloewy.com

A fully illustrated catalogue of this exhibition will be
available for purchase from SFCB’s online store.
Check the website for updates:
https://sfcb.org/poetryisnotaluxury

Poetry Is Not A Luxury
San Francisco Center for the Book, USA
Until 20th December 2020
Please note: at this time, all events related to this exhibition
take place online. For up-to-date information regarding
online events, please visit https://sfcb.org

Silver Girls. Retouched History of Photography
Tartu Art Museum, Estonia
Until 27th September 2020
The exhibition “Silver Girls” introduces a selection of works
by ten early woman photographers who worked in the area
of Estonia and Latvia and places them in the company of
three contemporary European artists who contemplate the
lost and the neglected in our visual history. As the research
into women in history expands worldwide, the Baltic states
are catching up and putting together pieces that have been
preserved to clarify women’s stories and their legacies. Some
of the stories turn out to be very significant in the context
of art history, and some serve as small but important
expansions of an already existing view of our common past.

Poetry Is Not a Luxury considers how book arts have
contributed to the recording of oppositional subjectivities
in the U.S. The exhibition is titled after Audre Lorde’s 1977
essay on the intersections of creativity and activism that
were not only essential to her own work but to a diverse
group of feminist thinkers at the time.
Since the mid twentieth century, artists’ books, broadsides,
mail art, and zines have been essential to artists seeking to
bring greater awareness to ongoing marginalisation and
oppression (e.g. incarceration, gentrification, immigration,
and war), arguably due to the widely recognisable and
accessible nature of these art forms.
Featured artists:
Aurora De Armendi with Adriana Mendez Rodenas; Zeina
Barakeh; Janine Biunno; Ana Paula Cordeiro; Joyce Dallal;
Nancy Genn; Gelare Khoshgozaran; Brenda Louie; Nancy
Morejon with Ronaldo Estevez Jordan and Marciel Ruiz;
Katherine Ng; Miné Okubo; Martha Rosler; Zeinab Saab;

The Library, prints and artist’s book by Elisabeth Tonnard,
featured in this exhibition
https://elisabethtonnard.com/photoworks/the-library/

Works by early women photographers from Latvia and
Estonia: Antonija Heniņa, Minna Kaktiņa, Lūcija AlutisKreicberga, Emīlija Mergupe, Marta Pļaviņa, Olga Dietze,
Helene Fendt, Anna Kukk, Hilja Riet, Lydia Tarem.
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Contemporary works by: Nanna Debois Buhl, Sami van
Ingen, Elisabeth Tonnard.
Tartu Art Museum
Raekoja plats 18, Tartu, 51004 Estonia.
https://tartmus.ee/en/exhibition/hobetudrukud-fotograafiaretuseeritud-ajalugu/
Wunderkammer Café
mfc-michèle didier, Paris, France
5th September – 14th November 2020
Opening on Friday 4th September from 4pm to 8pm
We are pleased to invite you to our season’s opening
exhibition Wunderkammer Café that will be held at the
gallery from September to November 2020.

“The artist’s book is not an Art book. The artist’s book is not
a book about Art. The Artist’s book is an Artwork.”1
On the occasion of the season’s opening, and for the tenth
year of the gallery, Michèle Didier will present in her new
exhibition most of the editions she has been publishing
since 1987. Gathering a large part of the edited works,
the gallery will take the shape of a consultation room,
in a staging that could remind a café, a reading room or
the famous Wunderkammer.
The publishing house Les Maîtres de Forme
Contemporains2, now known as mfc-michèle didier, opened
in 1987 in Brussels, while the gallery opened in Paris in
2011. Mainly dedicated to the publishing of works on paper,
multiples and artist’s books, mfc-michèle didier provides
a reflection about the collection and production of edited
works in contemporary art as well as about conceptual art.
Although the Wunderkammer is usually devoted to display
unique and rare objects, and the reading room showcases
archives and Incunabula, the exhibition will only present
edited works3. This is apparently in contrast with the rarity
of the works. However, the artist’s book has a peculiarity:
it is not, as opposed to a simple print, just a reproduction,
but an authentic, multiplied artwork, that keeps its ‘aura’
despite being edited. This ‘work’ in a literal sense, associates
the artist to their publisher in the creative process, and each

new publication appears as a ‘Wonder’, that by accumulating
constitute their Oeuvre. The artist’s book is a media
that needs time to be understood , it is an object whose
perception is nor immediate, nor integral. It requires an
encounter, an handling and it generally has its own logic.
Some works are long to read and some are complex in term
of conception. For instance, On Kawara’s Trilogy includes
more than 14000 pages, One Billion Color Dots comprises 25
volumes and Double Bind by Leigh Ledare is an ensemble of
three volumes, three photographs and one facsimile letter.
In the framework of the exhibition, the gallery is thought
as a place outside of time, with its own rhythm, allowing
the consultation of those mirabilia, those admirable and
astonishing things that are usually presented under a
showcase.
The exhibition’s conception will allow visitors to satisfy
their curiosity and to take the time needed for each work.
The nature of the art object implies a permanent movement
between the desire to know (libido sciendi) and erotic desire
(libido sentiendi), which is all the more important in the
context of artists’ books and anthological works. Entitled
Wunderkammer Café, the exhibition will also be ponctued
by meetings and discussions about the artists and their
works. We wanted to take the time for us to meet again, but
also to continue to use the gallery as a space of reflection
and not only as a merchant house or a showroom.
1. We translated. Guy Schraenen, Le livre d’artiste dans l’art
contemporain, in D’une Œuvre L’autre, Morlanwelz, Musée
Royal de Mariemont, 1996 p.7-8
2.”I choose this name in reference to Bauhaus. There was
then “Form masters” such as Oskar Schlemmer and “Colour
Masters” such as Wassilly Kandinsky.” Michèle Didier
3. Except some unique works where produced on the
occasion of specific events, as for instance the works
produced by Allan McCollum and Claude Rutault on the
occasion of their exhibition at the gallery in 2015.
mfc-michèle didier
66, rue Nôtre-Dame de Nazareth, F-75003 Paris, France.
Tuesday to Saturday from 12pm to 7pm
http://www.micheledidier.com
Subway : République, Strasbourg Saint-Denis, Arts et
Métiers, Temple

NEUSPRÉCH (NEWSPÉAK)
An exhibition in the Centre for Artists’ Publications
Weserburg Museum für moderne Kunst
Bremen, Germany
Until 13th December 2020
We are delighted that NEUSPRÉCH, originally programmed
to open in April will be on display at the Centre for Artists’
Publications from 3rd July.
NEUSPRÉCH is not to go online as a virtual exhibition.
Due to its nature as a space-oriented exhibition and event
course, a real encounter with the exhibits is essential. But
from now on, on the website there will be regular insights
into the background of the project. The participating artists
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are introduced, connections with the Centre for Artists’
Publications are examined in more detail, the thematic
cosmos is outlined.

Weserburg Museum für moderne Kunst
Teerhof 20, 28199 Bremen, Germany.
Tuesday to Sunday 11am - 6pm. Monday closed.
https://weserburg.de/en/ausstellung/neusprech/
NON-GASOLINE STATIONS
Spazio Choisi and the Istituto Internazionale di
Architettura Lugano, Switzerland
From 1st September 2020
The start of 2020 gave no warning that only a few weeks
later, our lives and our daily routine would change radically.
Suddenly, a total stop: all still, confined at home, in
isolation, limited by social distancing.

Oliver Ross: NEUSPRÉCH poster image, 2020

NEUSPRÉCH takes up the Orwellian term in a newly
accentuated way and with a view to attitudes of resistance
in the context of visual art. The project comprises twelve
artistic positions, supplemented and in dialogue with a
selection of works from the collections of the Centre for
Artist’s Publications.
NEUSPRÉCH is curated by the artists Oliver Ross and
Simon Starke, in cooperation with Bettina Brach of the
Centre for Artist’s Publications.
Artists in the exhibition:
Armin Chodzinski (with a lecture room and new
educational films)
Hans-Christian Dany (with an lecture approach to
NEUSPRÉCH)
reproducts (with cinematic-hypnotic-poetic colour
therapies)
Gunter Reski (with a half written, half painted wall journal)
Oliver Ross (with an art confessional box)
Ingrid Scherr and Peter Lynen (with a joint room
installation)
Aleen Solari (with a poorly lit wall-floor situation)
Simon Starke (with a sequence of illustrated charts)
Andrea Tippel (with her wallpapered Andrealism library)
Jan Voss (with a site-specific inlet and outlet)
Annette Wehrmann (with a previously unpublished set of
drawings)

The idea to counter social isolation with a collective, choral,
multi-handed book was Artphilein Editions’ riposte to
impose a positive sense onto this juncture, one difficult
for many and extremely tragic for others: Non-Gasoline
Stations. So we sent the following message to a group of
artists:
“The message repeatedly proclaimed in the media ‘after
the end of the ongoing emergency, nothing will be like
before’ is left open to decryption: intimidation, exhortation,
annihilation or what? As an inevitable consequence of
our forced immobility, in the meantime car traffic and,
consequently, fuel consumption have dropped considerably.
The future will tell us if and what will really change and
if the car will continue to be a means of locomotion. Let’s
try to imagine that gasoline stations lose their function as
fuel dispensers: they become obsolete, a historical find, an
archaeological testimony of an outdated mode of transport.”
All the artists addressed with this message welcomed the
invitation and sent their chosen image. Each image selected
for this publication makes up a mosaic, the unifying link of
which is given by the common atmosphere of suspended
time, of transience, of fading.
The result of their replies, presented in chronological order,
is collected in this book and in two exhibitions that will
open in Lugano on 1st September 2020.
Editor: Caterina De Pietri. Texts: Caterina De Pietri and
the artists. Artists: T. Ambrosetti, A. Calò, S. Casetta,
B. Cattani, G. Chiapparini/C. Marrese, G. Chietera, M.
D’Anna, A. d’Auria, M. Di Giovanni, D. Jasse, M. Keller, A.
Khoroshilova, Á. Marcos, S. Milosavljevic, E. Minasso, M.
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Montagna, D. Monteleone, P. Musi, I. Ponti, L. Reffo, C.
Reisewitz, C. Sandretto, L. Santamaria, D. Scarano, F. Tasca,
A. Tonellotto, S. Vitale, JM Yersin. Edition: 520 unnumbered
copies. Dimensions: 14.5 x 18 cm. Pages: 120. Publisher:
Artphilein Editions, Lugano: 2020. ISBN: 9788894518610
Supported by De Pietri Artphilein Foundation
https://choisi.info/collections/all/products/non-gasolinestations

the world today. All produced by Fellows and Licentiates
of Designer Bookbinders, each bringing their unique
interpretation of contemporary bookbinding and book arts
to the fore.
We hope ABC will not only be of interest to established,
discerning bibliophiles and collectors, reaffirming the allure
of the contemporary book as art but also to allow a new,
wider audience the opportunity to engage with and delight
in unique and exceptional bookbinding and book arts.
An e-catalogue can be viewed at:
http://www.designerbookbinders.org.uk/exhib/ABC/
ABC_2020/ABC_2020.html
http://www.designerbookbinders.org.uk
From: Claire Jeanine Satin - The exhibition ‘Terra In
Firma’ which originated at The Hebrew Union College
Museum in New York City, in 2019 will travel to the Breman
Museum in Atlanta Georgia in 2021. My work is included in
this exhibition. http://satinartworks.com

Venues: 1st – 26th September at the Istituto Internazionale
di Architettura, Limonaia di Villa Saroli, viale Franscini 9,
Lugano and 1st September – 30th October 2020 at Spazio
Choisi, via Pelli 13, Lugano 6900, Switzerland.
https://choisi.info

Resemblance Through Contact. Grammar of Imprint
Estonian Academy of Arts, Tallinn
Until 30th September 2020
The exhibition focuses on printmaking as a process
that is cultivated through contacts between forms and
counterforms (negative space), and by the tension produced
by these interactions. We are not so much interested in
specific images, proofs, shapes or manners as in printed
matter’s ability to introduce the new space that emerges
between matrix and multiplicity. We focus on forms,
and their dissemination through various statements and
manifestations of printmaking in the post-disciplinary era.
We define material as a subject, while the predicate denotes
what the material does. We wish to return to the beginning
of the functions of imprint and investigate its points of
contacts with other disciplines. The exhibition takes its
name from Georges Didi-Huberman’s book La ressemblance
par contact: archéologie, anachronisme et modernité de
l’empreinte, 2008.

My desk as a Stage, Lina Nordenström, photo: Diana Tamane

The Designer Bookbinders online 2020 summer
exhibition, Art Book Craft (ABC) showcases some of the
finest work in contemporary bookbinding and book arts in

The exhibition curated by Liina Siib and Maria Erikson
from the Department of Graphic Art at the Estonian
Academy of Arts features artists from Europe and the
Americas and is accompanied by a film programme.
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Artists: Ann Pajuväli (EE), Ari Pelkonen (FI), Augustas
Serapinas (LT), Cecilia Mandrile (US/UK), Claire Hannicq
(FR), Elena Loson (AR), Dénes Kalev Farkas (EE/HU), Inka
Bell (FI), Inma Herrera (ES/FI), Liis-Marleen Verilaskja
(EE), Lina Nordenström (SE), Maria Erikson (EE/FI), Maria
Izabella Lehtsaar (EE), Maria Valkeavuolle (FI), Riin Maide
(EE), Tatu Tuominen (FI), Viktor Gurov (EE).

trained, critical, and thoughtful way of looking at books will
bring a fresh and considered viewpoint to the wide world
of book arts. I am thrilled to be able to retire into my studio
and that 23 Sandy will live on with such an exciting vision.”
—Laura Russell

Curators: Liina Siib, Maria Erikson (Department of Graphic
Art, EKA). Exhibition design: Kaire Rannik. Graphic design:
Viktor Gurov. Translators: Tiina Randviir, Richard Adang
Risograph printing: Pärtel Eelmere.

Thank you for your support over the years. We have big
plans for the future, including adding fresh new artists’
books to our online inventory and an exciting roster of
future events. In the meantime, contact Erin if you need
book recommendations or for purchasing inquiries.
Visit the new website: https://23sandy.com/

We thank: Estonian Academy of Arts, Department of
Graphic Art and Department of Graphic Design; Cultural
Endowment of Estonia, Tartu Art House, EKA Gallery,
Estonian Museum of Applied Art and Design, Tanel Asmer,
Pire Sova, Kaido Kruusamets, Mart Saarepuu, Hans-Gunter
Lock.

Help rebuild Beirut’s libraries
Among the tremendous human tragedy and loss of life
caused by the explosion in Beirut on the 4th August came
the heartbreaking news that three of the main municipal
public libraries in the city had been destroyed.

Estonian Academy of Arts
Põhja puiestee 7, Tallinn 10412, Estonia.
https://www.artun.ee/en/calendar/resemblance-throughcontact-grammar-of-imprint/
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Announcing A New Chapter For 23 Sandy
After a wonderful 13 years of heading the gallery, we are
very excited to announce that Laura Russell is passing the
baton of 23 Sandy to Erin Mickelson. Since its inception
in 2007, Laura has grown 23 Sandy into an incredible
venue for exhibiting artist books and paper art, featuring
a talented roster of artists from around the world. Laura’s
diligent work, enthusiasm, and involvement in the book arts
community over the years inspires much gratitude. We wish
her the very best as she heads to her studio to focus on her
own art practice. Thank you, Laura!

Introducing Erin Mickelson 23 Sandy will live on with longtime gallery assistant Erin Mickelson. Erin has relaunched
the online gallery which will continue to feature book and
paper art as well as maintain a record of 23 Sandy’s rich and
vibrant history through exhibition archives, a vast catalog
(over 1,000 titles) of available and sold works, and historic
posts. Erin is thrilled and honoured to continue to grow 23
Sandy. She will represent 23 Sandy at book arts workshops,
conferences, and visits to institutions, and will coordinate
with art spaces to exhibit artist books. She will continue to
grow and diversify the gallery’s catalog of works.
A Note From Laura “It is such a thrill to pass 23 Sandy into
Erin’s knowledgeable and capable hands. For four years
she played a vital role in the success of the gallery, and I’ve
always been grateful for her time and energy. Erin’s well-

The Chartered Institute of Library and Information
Professionals (CILIP) is now working with our colleagues at
the Beirut-based library organisation ASSABIL to support
their urgent appeal for funds to help rebuild these libraries
and to restore vital services to their local communities.
ASSABIL is a non-governmental organisation founded in
1997 to promote reading and free access to culture.
By creating public libraries as non-sectarian and open
spaces for cultural exchange and providing access to
information and reading, ASSABIL filled a void in postwar
Lebanon. ASSABIL has put together a video showing the
extent of the damage which can be viewed at
https://www.librariesdeliver.uk/beirutappeal

ASSABIL estimate that it will take $55,000 to repair and
rebuild these three libraries. We are proud to run this
fundraiser via Libraries Deliver, with all funds donated
being directed to the relief efforts. Please donate whatever
you can via the donation form on the website. We will keep
donors updated on developments and let you know how
your funds are being used to help rebuild Beirut’s muchloved public libraries.
https://www.librariesdeliver.uk/beirutappeal
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COVER ARTIST:
Jean McEwan, detail from a new book Games of Now
(see page 28 of the BAN for more info). “I use things I
make, find and experience and make them into new things.
I often think of these ‘new things’ as telling some kind of
story. I use photography, text, video language and sound,
depending on what feels right at the time. My sources are
often a combination of autobiographical, fictional and
found. I like playing with ideas of what’s real and what’s not
real. Isn’t it all an illusion anyway? We make, remake and
create our lives every day.
I think of all the things I do as collage – cutting things out,
mixing things up, creating new conditions. It’s all about
trying to find meaning and connection.”
http://jeanmcewan.com
COURSES, CONFERENCES, LECTURES & WORKSHOPS
Perfect Bindings Bookbinding Workshops, UK
with Megan Stallworthy

Workshops take place at arts centres and book festivals in
Devon, Cornwall and Somerset. Bespoke workshops can
also be arranged for groups and individuals. I work with
artists, designers and photographers as well as groups such
as Salcombe Art Club and the NHS Art for Life programme,
and have many years of experience teaching bookbinding to
art and design students at colleges and universities. Details
of upcoming workshops and an online shop of hand bound
blank books can be found at: https://perfectbindings.co.uk
Online courses at The Center for Book Arts, New York
The Center for Book Arts is now offering online courses
on various subjects and levels of difficulty as an effort to
making the Book Arts accessible to an even wider audience.
Classes will be led by lecturers and practitioners, and
will instruct the foundational methods and structures

in the Bookbinding and Letterpress curriculum, but will
also offer other expansive elective classes to encourage
experimentation and creativity.
As we pilot the Online Classes, we are offering these classes
with a suggested donation. We suggest that the student
pays what they can, as the donations will be used to pay the
instructor and to cover the class expenses.
View the entire range of classes to take at:
https://centerforbookarts.org/online-learning/
The Book Talk series organised by Roni Gross, features a
series of artists, academics, and people developing critical
dialogue around books. Altered Books Then and Now:
18th-Century Extra-Illustrated Books
Talk with Julie Park
Center for Book Arts, New York, USA - online
Tuesday 29th September 2020, 6.30pm – 8pm (ET)
Altering books by placing images selected from one’s private
collection alongside words written by someone else was a
popular pastime in eighteenth-century England. Referred
to as “extra-illustration” or “grangerisation,” this activity
allowed readers and book owners not only to insert new
visual dimensions into their reading experience, but also to
participate in the project of meaning making undertaken by
published authors.

By using scissors, paste, paper and engraved or etched
prints, book owners transformed reading into an
interpretive process of rewriting text with images. In doing
so, extra-illustration anticipates the work of contemporary
book artists who base their technique on physically
transforming books, whether by imposing new images onto
their pages or cutting out words to create different sentences
and story lines.
Presenting an overview of eighteenth-century extraillustration, this Book Talk with Julie Park will open the
historical background of contemporary artist’s books and
some of its key procedures: finding a medium for self
expression in altering the material dimensions of books, and
using images and graphic elements as alternative media for
writing. Image courtesy of the guest speaker.
$8 suggested ticket price. Sliding scale ticket options
are available. Proceeds will go toward the speaker and
supporting the Center’s programming.
Register at: https://www.eventbrite.com/e/book-talk-withjulie-park-tickets-112478255490
https://centerforbookarts.org
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Embroidery Techniques on Leather for Bookbinding
with Hannah Brown
Dillington House, Ilminster, Somerset, UK
Monday 28th - Wednesday 30th September 2020
You can add very attractive surface decoration, texture and
colour to bindings with simple techniques such as applying
coloured leather onlays and sewn detail, both of which will
be covered in this three day course. From embroidered
outlines to fully appliquéd sections, different stitches can
be utilised to great effect. Hannah Brown will be teaching
the skills you need to build up a design which will be
transferred onto a small leather-covered notebook. The
course will start with learning about different embroidery
techniques and stitches, and making an embroidery sampler
to test all of these techniques out. The students will then
work with leather using these embroidery skills to build up
their designs over coloured leather onlays. The course will
conclude with the finished embroidered leather being stuck
stuck onto a text block to create a bound notebook.

Workshops with Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo in Italy:
CROWN BOOK - CRW1020
10th October 2020, Milan, Italy
The Crown book, belonging to the Blizzard books family,
is one of the many structures developed by Hedi Kyle,
a brilliant book artist and bookmaker who for decades
generously offered her work to the world of book arts.
It is an extremely versatile structure, as it is made with only
folds, without adhesives or stitching, which allows you to
create books / displays in which the pages, be they bifolio
or single sheets, can be changed and moved without any
effort, thus varying the general aspect of the book but also
simply allowing to create a portfolio that can be modified
at any time.

100 EUR excluding materials
Promoted yet not organised by Professione Libro. Closing
date for enrolment: 26th September 2020. More information
and booking link: https://www.professionelibro.it/
schedacorso.aspx?id=154&clid=556&ts=co&lg=en
FLEXIBLE WRAPPERS AND CASES - AST1120
21st November 2020, Genova, Italy
During this workshop you will learn how to make many
different protective cases and wrappers that you may need to
carry or protect books, papers or even small objects.
Hannah graduated with BA (Hons) in 3D Crafts from
Brighton University in 2004. She won first prize in the 2008
Designer Bookbinders Competition and was also awarded
the Mansfield Medal for best book in the same competition.
She has since won the same competition twice (2011 and
2013) and has also won two Distinguished winner awards in
the DB International Bookbinding Competition (2013 and
2017).
She specialises in fine bookbinding and other bespoke
commissioned works with a particular focus on embroidery
on leather. She works with a variety of materials to creating
unique bindings from scratch from her home studio in
Somerset.
For more details please contact Lisa Farley, Senior Events
Coordinator at Dillington House: LFarley@dillington.com

We will work with Indian and other handmade papers, light
board and corrugated cards; really interesting structures
can be made just by marking and folding, almost without
adhesive, which later can be then adjusted to many sizes.
We will use simple and quick techniques suited to all levels
of skill and knowledge. 100 EUR excluding materials.
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Promoted yet not organised by Professione Libro. Closing
date for enrolment: 7th November 2020. More information
and booking link: https://www.professionelibro.it/
schedacorso.aspx?id=107&clid=537&ts=co&lg=en
Minnesota Center for Book Arts (MCBA), USA
Virtual Workshops
In an effort to support social distancing and to continue to
spark the artistic impulse in all of us, MCBA is offering live,
virtual workshops on a variety of topics, suitable for all skill
levels. With the help of an online platform, MCBA’s teaching
artists are eager to connect with you wherever you are.

Art and meaningful connection are more important now
than ever. View all classes and book online at:
https://www.mnbookarts.org/category/adult-virtualworkshops/
New workshop dates 2020
Boekbinderij Wilgenkamp, Blokker, The Netherlands
The Elbum: Friday 20th November
The Shrigley: Sunday 23rd November
Block books: Saturday 30th November
Dos rapporté: Saturday 12th December
Tue-mouche: Sunday 13th December
More information at:
https://www.boekbinderij-wilgenkamp.nl

The Pleated Hinge
15th – 17th January 2021
The Pleated Hinge is a glue less structure which is sewn
on vellum tapes. Perfectly fit as a conservation binding but
also appropriate for books when you don’t want or can’t use
glue. The construction has elements from various binding
structures.
In this workshop we will make two books: one with a
flexible cover and one with a hard cover. This binding
invites you to make your own variations.
https://www.boekbinderij-wilgenkamp.nl/index.php/nl/
boekbindlessen-nl/workshops-nl/384-16-17-januari-2021pleated-hinge
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Masterclass Stub binding
8th – 10th April 2021
The Stub binding is a great binding structure with a lot of
benefits:
•
opens perfectly
•
wrong grain direction is no problem
•
play with design, colour and size
•
different thickness of sections possible
•
useful for all binding structures
•
insert single sheets
•
very good for conservation
In this masterclass we will make some models with different
ways of stubs. The third day we will make the Cannelure
book. This structure is a combination of several elements
and it is using the stub in a functional and decorative way.
https://www.boekbinderij-wilgenkamp.nl/index.php/nl/
boekbindlessen-nl/masterclasses-nl/340-08-09-10-april2021-stub-binding
Online Workshops at the San Francisco Center for the
Book, USA
San Francisco Center for the Book is committed to keeping
our community connected through a variety of online
tools. We are offering online workshops as a chance for our
instructors to open up their knowledge and their studios
to others who want to keep their hands working on
something creative.

Please note that while all our classes are held on Zoom we
are not recording these in an attempt to maintain an open
classroom environment where students can be seen, ask
questions, and be instructed towards best practices.
If you have any questions, please email us at:
workshops@sfcb.org View and book upcoming classes at:
https://sfcb.org/OnlineWorkshops
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BookLove e-course
The Travelling Bookbinder
21st September – 5th October 2020
BookLove guides you through the process of producing
unique book projects from concept to completion.
You’ll choose the paper, the words and the design, then bind
your books, learning useful ideas at every stage.

Over two days you will learn how to make:
i) A Case Binding – sew a book block using French
Reinforced stitch and create a hard-covered ‘case’ to fit.
ii) A Long Stitch – An elegant structure – an exposed spine
sewing. With ‘soft’ covers, not glued.
iii) A Secret Belgian Binding – A two-part binding. The
covers and spine pieces are laced together and then inner
sections sewn in.
£580.00. Book online at: https://www.
thetravellingbookbinder.com/product/bookbinding-threestructures/

With a wealth of exercises and instructions, concentrate on
binding two utterly personal hardback projects and grow
your repertoire of techniques. Whether you’re just starting
out or already making book art, this course will unfold fresh
ideas and stimulate new ways of working with a diverse art
form. You’ll connect with your fellow book lovers around
the world as part of a private online community.
Your guide, Rachel Hazell has created this inspiring
experience of exploration and discovery from twenty years
of working as a book artist. £285.00. Enrol online at: https://
www.thetravellingbookbinder.com/product/booklove/
Bookbinding: Three Structures
Rachel Hazell - The Travelling Bookbinder
Edinburgh, UK, 8th-9th May 2021
A rare chance to attend a purely structural bookbinding
workshop with Rachel in Edinburgh. Bind three books in a
weekend – two hardbacks and a long stitch.
Discover how to cut, fold, mark, sew and glue useful
book forms. Take away three handbound books and the
knowledge to create many more.

SEEN AS READ: AN EXPLORATION OF VISUAL
POETRY taught by Steven J Fowler
An online course beginning September 14th 2020, running
for seven weeks. £200.
What are the possibilities of poetry on the page, or screen,
beyond, or expanding with, its semantic content?
Far from being a domain of contemporary experimentation
in marginal literatures, what we know as visual poetry
reaches back into the very origins of poetry, far more than
more formal, mainstream writing.
This online course exposes the roots of the language
arts, from cave paintings to undecipherable manuscripts,
before touching upon the possibilities of the modern
manifestations of the language arts - Asemic writing,
Collage Poetry, Concrete Poetry and Photo Poetry. This is
a course rooted in making over theory, method over all else.

Participants will be sent a succinct document of resources
once a week for seven weeks – ideas, examples, concepts,
history, accompanied by exercises or prompts. Then on a
private blog-forum responses and work can be posted, with
comments and feedback from all involved. When the course
finishes, an event or publication will consolidate that which
everyone has produced.
Poet-artists featured on the course will range from the
historical to the contemporary, from canonical modern
artists to “outsider” poets, from Laszlo Moholy-Nagy
to Henry Michaux, Bob Cobbing to Rosaire Appel,
Sophie Calle to Sophie Podolski, Jean Michel Basquiat to
Cy Twombly.
£200. Places on the course are limited. Email
steven at yahoo.co.uk with any questions.
https://www.poembrut.com/courses
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BINDING re:DEFINED
Our classes begin again in October, after a long break and
many cancellations. We have a large studio and correct
social distancing is possible for a maximum of 6 students.
All government guidelines will be adhered to for your safe
attendance. A policy for attendance will be sent out to those
who enrol.
The 2021 programme will be announced soon.

BOXES, PLAYFUL AND PRACTICAL
22nd – 24th October - tutor: Kylin Lee Acherman
Clean lines, geometric forms and smart, functional design
inspire this box- making workshop. Over three days we will
build three different boxes starting with a sleek little case for
business cards with a snappy magnetic closure. The second
structure will be a book box with a magnetic flap closure
that is easily adaptable to a range of sizes and uses. Finally
we will make a small triangular box that utilizes a playful
and mysterious magnetic hinge. It will be a fun workshop to
open your eyes to some new and sensible approaches to box
making as well as a primer on incorporating powerful and
versatile neodymium magnets.
Basic experience.

TUE-MOUCHE
21st November - tutor: Lori Sauer
Tue-mouche bindings are semi-flexible bindings in
folded paper or vellum that are suitable for artist books,
conservation bindings or stationery. The spine construction
derives from the ‘dos rapporté’ binding and offers a
flawless opening. The name (fly-catchers) refers to the
main component of the bindings: paper (or vellum) strips,
sometimes very long, that could be coated with glue to catch
imaginary creatures... in fact we will use very little or no
glue at all in this workshop aimed at those who enjoy the
magic of folding.
Basic experience required.
Please visit https://www.bookbindingworkshops.com for all
the details, email bookbindingsworkshops@gmail.com or
ring Lori Sauer on 01672 851638
BINDING re:DEFINED aims to inspire a wider appreciation
of book structures and how they make an intelligent
contribution to the aesthetic of the finished work. The
focus of our carefully selected programme remains firmly
in the tradition of well-crafted pieces that exhibit the best
in contemporary design. We work out of a purpose built
bindery in Wiltshire’s beautiful Vale of Pewsey close to a
mainline station and good road links.
Karen Hanmer Book Arts fall workshops online

THE ELBUM
20th November - tutor: Lori Sauer
Participants make a very unique album that uses only
friction to hold its pages in to the specially folded spine. The
cover is made from a folded, single piece of material that
results in multi-ply boards. It is very chic and stylish, perfect
for holding postcards, photos, prints or anything printed on
single sheets.
All skill levels welcome.
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Karen Hanmer Book Arts 2020 workshop series continues
online. The format is a series of live tutorials, two tutorials
will cover the amount covered in one day of in-person
instruction. The tutorials end with a Q&A/supervised
work session when students may choose to begin that day’s
project. The tutorials will be recorded and the videos will
be available for 90 days for students to rewatch as needed.
Workshop fees include supplies, which will be mailed to
arrive in time for the first session.
September 16, 23, 30 | Wednesdays, 3 sessions | Medieval
Slinky
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October 3-4 | Sa & Su, 2 sessions | Jacob’s Ladder and
Triangle Book
October 10-11 | Sa & Su, 2 sessions | Drum Leaf and Sewn
Boards Bindings
October 17, 24, 31 | Saturdays, 3 sessions | More Sewn
Boards Bindings
November 7, 8, 14, 15 | Sa & Su, 4 sessions | The Split Board
Binding
Self-guided study only, no online sessions | The Medieval
Girdle Book
Timing flexible | Private online instruction

Six Wednesday evenings, starting 2nd September or 21st
October, from 19:00–21:30 hrs. €250, inclusive of materials,
coffee and tea etc.

For all booking and fees info visit:
http://www.karenhanmer.com/teaching/index.html
Frederick Book Arts Center Inc. Online Courses
Weekend Courses
During the 2-day course, you will get a thorough
introduction to letterpress printing. You will learn to set
metal and wood type, and print on Vandercook or
Korrex proofpresses.
Sat 19–Sun 20 September, from 10:00–17:00 hrs
Sat 24–Sun 25 October, from 10:00–17:00 hrs
Sat 28–Sun 29 November, from 10:00–17:00 hrs
€250, inclusive of materials, coffee and tea etc.
Weekend courses can also be private or in groups of up to 3,
and can be adjusted to meet the needs and experience levels
of the participants.

The Mission of the Frederick Book Arts Center is to teach
the craft and techniques associated with the Art of the Book.
We’re starting to roll out more online content, like this Star
Book Instructional YouTube video by Sarah Matthews. Only
$10 and she walks you through how to make this unique
structure. https://www.frederickbookarts.org/onlinecontent
LetterpressAmsterdam, the typographical workshop in the
centre of Amsterdam

Evening Courses
Evening courses are six nights filled with type, ink, paper
and presses. Participants will learn basics and are given a
group assignment where each member can pursue their
own idea or project. For everyone’s safety and health no
more than 3 participants.
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Finer Typography - A 4-day workshop
15–18 October 2020, from 10:00–17:00 hrs
€400, inclusive of materials, coffee and tea etc.
The workshop will take place at Atelier t in Bierbeek
(Belgium). Atelier t – an initiative of Niels Goovaerts and
Katleen Vereecken – is situated close to Leuven. In a rural
setting we’ll be working with type, ink and paper.
Early Announcement Summer Letterpress
A 5-day workshop, 10–14 July 2021, from 10:00–17:00 hrs
€500, inclusive of materials, coffee and tea etc.
Possibility to camp. After the success of the 2020 edition,
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LetterpressAmsterdam and Atelier t offer another Summer
Letterpress Workshop in Bierbeek (Belgium).
Unless indicated differently, courses are being held in a
unique and inspiring location in the centre of Amsterdam.
Just a 10-minute walk from Central Station. Personal
attention for small groups or one-2-one courses. Well
equipped, fascinating workspace with a variety of type and
presses…
Courses available in Dutch, English, French and German.
Studio Pass - People with letterpress experience can
purchase a Studio Pass and will have access to our quality
type and presses as well as our knowledge. No more than
two persons at a time. Presses available: a Vandercook
Universal I, a Korrex Hannover and a Korrex Stuttgart.
Thomas Gravemaker (typographer/letterpress printer and
founder of LA) will be there to advise and guide you.
Explore new techniques! - Already have some experience
with letterpress techniques, and looking to dive a bit deeper?
Select the workshop that suits you best - or arrange a
weekend course with a friend. Contact us!
https://www.letterpressamsterdam.com
tomscot@kpnmail.nl

OPPORTUNITIES

ELIGIBILITY:
• Any student enrolled in a fine arts, graphic arts, book arts,
history of publishing, or information and library sciences
programme.
• Projects devoted to one or more books not more than 3 x 3
inches (i.e. 75 x 75 mm).
• Applicants must have a letter of recommendation from
their Department Chair, academic advisor, or course
instructor.
POSSIBLE GRANT ASSISTANCE PROPOSALS MAY
INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO:
• Travel for research relating to the goals outlined in the
proposal,
• Research costs (e.g. article access costs, copying costs,
postage, etc.),
• Project materials costs (paper, binding materials, printing
plates, etc.),
• Hardware required to carry out the project.
SELECTION: Proposals will be reviewed by the Student
Awards Committee (SAC) of the Miniature
Book Society, and evaluated on the basis of merit,
opportunity for personal growth, and importance to
the field of miniature books in all its aspects. Selected
projects will be eligible for the grant for the year in which
it is awarded. Recipients will only be eligible for one
grant. Recipients will be expected to keep the Committee
informed of progress of the project on a bimonthly basis,
and be prepared to contribute an article for the Miniature
Book Society Newsletter on completion of their project.
TO SUBMIT A PROPOSAL: Please complete the MBS
Student Project Application form.
Applications should be sent as a .pdf file to Josh Flanders,
MBS Grant Coordinator, at mbsgrants@icloud.com
Please title your file with your last name and “2020 grant
application.” Applications received after the allocation of all
the funding may be re-submitted the following year.

International opportunity, open to students in any
country: MINIATURE BOOK SOCIETY, INC.
Book making grant for up to $1,000
An international non-profit organisation founded in 1983.
Our purpose is to facilitate interest in all aspects of
miniature books. Miniature Book Society - Student Project
Assistance Grants The Miniature Book Society is delighted
to announce the 2020 Student Grants Program for the
purpose of enabling students to pursue study in the medium
of miniature books.
Grants will be awarded up to the value of $1,000.00 for any
one project and may be granted to enable continuation
and completion of existing projects. Grant recipients will
also receive a one-year membership in the Miniature Book
Society – more information can be found at
https://www.mbs.org
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DEADLINES AND NOTIFICATIONS: Applications will
be reviewed quarterly. Decisions regarding the allocation
of the grants are made quarterly and must be submitted by
the following deadlines: October; by 15th September 2020.
Applicants will be notified of the Committee’s decision by
email. For more information, visit:
https://www.mbs.org/student-grants

Call out for Artist’s Book Makers
Upright Gallery, Edinburgh, UK
Exhibition 27th November – 19th December 2020
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Upright Gallery, Edinburgh, is delighted to announce an
open call out for artist’s book makers to exhibition between
27th Nov – 19th Dec. The gallery aims to showcase some
of the most interesting artists’ books across Scotland and
beyond. The theme of the exhibition is ‘Re:connections’.
Email ian@uprightgallery.com for more info.
Call for entries - Pandemonium
Curated by Abecedarian Artists’ Books, Pandemonium
will be on view at Tallyn’s Reach Public Library, Aurora,
Colorado March 2021 (additional venues TBA).
Deadline for submissions 21st December 2020.
More in formation and online submissions at: http://
abecedariangallery.com/assets/content_files/opportunities/
Pandemonium%20prospectus.html
Call for submissions: The international exhibition
GRAPHICS Century XXI
From Valeri Burov, Russia: Dear friends and colleagues
In the process of preparing exhibitions in the format of the
artist’s book and communicating with you, I had the idea to
hold an international exhibition of modern graphic works
(watercolour, pastel, etching, drawing...).
In the process of creative searches and work, each of us has
accumulated a lot of preparatory material for subsequent
works, and this material often remains unsung, but, as we
understand it, it is of interest, showing development of
our knowledge, skills, ideas, or even time wasted.
Most importantly, unlike the artist’s book, participation in
this exhibition will not require additional efforts and time
for you to create them, you just need to look through your
folders and select works.
When I voiced this idea to my friends, Russian and
foreign artists, I met full understanding and support for
this project. I hope that the idea of this exhibition will
find understanding and resonance in your hearts and you
will support the project We do not limit the exhibition to
any specific topic, format of work, technique of execution
and material… The only stipulation is that the work has
been completed after 2000. Each participant will receive a
Diploma. An electronic catalogue will be made, which each
participant will receive.
Deadline - extended - is now 30th December 2020
All works received will remain in the collection for further
exhibitions.
----In order to register your work:
On the front side (under the image) please write in pencil,
on the left the title of the work, and on the right, your
signature.
On a separate sheet in English:
Full name of the artist, country, city
Title, format of work, material, processes, year of creation
Participation in exhibitions (if any). Email address
----If you would like more information: tel. + 7-912-822-69-40,
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mobile (8-8332) 67-01-37. valeriburov@yandex.ru
http://artistsbook.ru/en/
Postal address for sending works:
Valeri Burov, Proletarskaya Street 21-44
610002 Kirov, Russia
Please do not put any value on your parcels for customs.
USING ART TO BRING PEOPLE TOGETHER

Call For Entries - This Difference: Bookmark Design
Competition
The Responsa Foundation curates contemporary art projects
exploring our intolerance to others, offering two schemes
for funding or producing projects.
• We generate our own projects, which we invite artists to
participate in.
• We encourage artists to submit proposals for funding to
realise their own projects.
We strongly encourage work which connects past history
with the present and the moral choices we confront in our
own everyday lives regarding how we navigate difference.
The foundation’s objective is to promote the belief that the
history of intolerance repeats itself. By producing art that
people engage with, we can find ways of exploring this
difficult subject matter together and get it out there.
https://responsafoundation.com
Our first project, This Difference, invites artists to design
a bookmark. https://responsafoundation.com/bookmarkcompetition/
Deadline: 31st December 2020
Call for Entries: Between the Sheets: Artists’ Books 2021
Between the Sheets: Artists’ Books 2021 will be held at
Gallery Central, Perth in May 2021. This will be the fifth
biennial Artists’ Books exhibition to be organised by Gallery
East in Western Australia.
The 2021 exhibition will be shown in full on Gallery East’s
website and be accompanied by a fully illustrated catalogue.
Details of the event, fees and the application form can
be accessed at: https://www.galleryeast.com.au/general/
books%202021/main%20invitation%20to%20apply.htm
Deadline: Entries must arrive by 5pm, 5th February, 2021
Gallery East, Lake Coogee, Western Australia 6166
www.galleryeast.com.au
Call for Submissions: Artist’s Book Reviews
Artist’s Book Reviews publishes monthly long-form reviews
of artists’ books and books about artists’ books. The reviews
are also shared via email newsletter, and an abbreviated
version is published on Instagram @abreviews
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postal communication in the C18 fostered long-distance
discussions on art and philosophy, the sharing of ideas with
the like-minded, the so-called Republic of Letters.
Today, the physical sharing of post gives us a chance to
reconnect our book art network, a Republic of Postcards.
Postcards were sent home from travels, the precursors of
selfies from a mobile. It was sometimes an effort to decide
what to write home as news, the communication seeming
both a slight obligation and perhaps a chance to boast.
Visit https://artistsbookreviews.home.blog/ to read our
previous reviews.
We are always seeking submissions on a rolling basis.
Submission guidelines can be found at
https://artistsbookreviews.home.blog/submissions/
To submit your book for review, send a copy to:
P.O. Box 1978, 511 E. Walnut St.
Columbia, MO 65201-9998, USA
Enquiries can be emailed to Levi Sherman at:
artistsbookreviews@gmail.com
Postcards for Perec
A call for participation from Linda Parr:

Georges Perec parodied these postcard messages in
Two Hundred and Forty-three Postcards in Real Colour,
dedicated to his fellow writer and friend Italo Calvino.
Help us to make these imaginary postcards become
reality, become postal postmodernists in a Grand Tour
via Perec’s Postcards.
If you would like to take part, please email Linda Parr
at: lindasusanparr@gmail.com to be sent one of Perec’s
messages for your postcard, and illustrate the card in
‘Real Colour’. Buy, make, draw, collage, paint, stamp or print
your response, it’s up to you. 15 x 10 cm landscape format.
We will exhibit all the postcards together at UWE Bower
Ashton Library in 2021, and find other ways to publicly
celebrate the project.
(Recommended reading: Georges Perec, Species of Spaces
Italo Calvino, If on a Winter’s Night a Traveller)
Questions? Email the project coordinator at:
lindasusanparr@gmail.com

A brief line from Brighton. Getting a tan in the English sun.
Have met lots of friendly folk.
Will phone when I get back end of August.
Covid-19 has affected our personal and artistic lives more
than we could have imagined, isolating and distancing
us from our friends and colleagues. There have been
imaginative online events to help us reconnect and share
our practices such as the CFPR Print and Book Festival,
and the recent Collage Colloquium with the London
Centre for Book Arts. (If you missed these events, the
inspirational talks are still available online at
https://cfpr.uwe.ac.uk/book-and-print-summerfestival-2020/ and at:
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/lcbacollage/)
One of the questions posed during the Collage Colloquium
asked why postcard projects seem so popular at the
moment? Certainly they are cheap and small, thus
available and democratic, a good start. They can lift spirits,
being neither bills nor flyers. Historically the rise of
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Call for entries - Field Study. Field Study began in 1993 as
a way of reclaiming the negative spaces between art and life.
Activities stemming from Field Study are emanations and
group emanations are manifestations. Field Study sees each
work as a manifestation of a collective spirit. Everyone is
welcome to become a member of Field Study, irrespective of
their arts practice, and contribute to the Field Report. Field
Study also produces the assembling publications WIPE and
ReSite, and, in collaboration with Karingal, KART.
http://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com

Detail: ReSite No15, Vol 2

Call for submissions for: ReSite - Manual of Scores,
Manifestos and Radical Actions
ReSite is an assembling publication where pages have an
element of audience participation or interaction.
ReSite is part of the tradition of Fluxus editions where
anyone can perform a Fluxus action or score. In addition
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to this performance-based approach, ReSite taps into
the rich tradition of the avant-garde with contributions
of manifestos and documentation of art actions. ReSite
encourages participation by writers and musicians to
produce visual scores and manifestos as well as continuing
the call for contributions by conceptual artists. See some
examples here: http://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com/2019/03/
resite-no14-vol2-is-here.html and here:
http://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com/2020/01/resite-no15vol2-is-published.html
Send 40 copies size 21 x 14.8 cm (A5). Please leave 2cm
on the left-hand side for binding. Works can be double
sided and can be more than one page. Copies should be
flat and landscape format. Pages will be wire-bound. ReSite
is an ongoing project. Each issue holds 20 contributions.
Copy sent to all. Please send to: Field Study, P.O. Box 1838
Geelong, VIC 3220 Australia.

Detail: WIPE No 126 above and WIPE No 125 below.

Max size: 14 x 11 cm. See some examples here:
http://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com/2020/03/wipe-125-ishere-coronavirus-free.html and here: http://daviddellafiora.
blogspot.com/2020/08/wipe-127-is-published.html
Send to: Field Study, P. O. Box 1838 Geelong, VIC 3220
Australia.
Detail: KART, No 106

Call for submissions: KART - magazine of multiplicity
KART is an edition of original artworks in a handcrafted
folio box. KART is produced in limited editions of 40, each
box containing 15 artworks.

ARTIST’S BOOK FAIRS & EVENTS

You are invited to contribute to KART.
Artists, writers, graphic designers, students, printmakers,
photographers, badge and zine makers, mail artists and
members of the community are invited to contribute to
KART. See some examples here: http://daviddellafiora.
blogspot.com/2020/02/kart-104-is-here.html and here:
http://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com/2020/08/kart-106-ishere.html
KART accepts all mediums on any theme but no poor
quality photocopies please. Artists contributing 40 artworks
will be sent a copy of KART. To participate, send:
• 40 x artworks (originals or multiples)
• postcard size or smaller (16 x 11 cm x .25 cm)
To: KART, David Dellafiora, P.O. Box 1838 Geelong VIC
3220, Australia.
Call for submissions: WIPE - Light-Weight Bookwork
Please send 40 sheets of printed toilet tissue. Open theme
and technique, rubber-stamps, etc. No organic materials or
traces please.
Ongoing project, no deadline. Edition made every 20
participants. Copy of edition sent to all taking part.
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Join San Francisco Center for the Book ONLINE
Sunday 27th September 2020 for our 17th annual
Roadworks Steamroller Printing Festival!
This year San Francisco Center for the Book’s 17th
Annual Roadworks Steamroller Printing Festival will
take place online! An annual favorite of the bookarts
community, SFCB’s free-to-attend printmaking and book
arts extravaganza will include virtual book arts activities,
demonstrations, exhibitors, and a livestream of the
steamroller print process.
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Chino Crafts
From 9500 ft to you…
Lokta paper is handmade with lokta plant fibre
sourced from Nepal’s high Himalayan foothills.
This is Nepal’s age-old community enterprise
handed down over generations.

We are going online with the event this year! Using our
parking lot as the press bed and a big ol’ steamroller as the
press, a small team will print Classic 3’ square prints and
9x12” personal prints throughout the event. Printing will
take place in real time; online attendees can order a print
and watch it get printed via livestream. Sales of both Classic
and Personal prints are a fundraising activity benefiting San
Francisco Center for the Book.
Roadworks “Classic Prints” Artists: The featured Classic
Prints artists for Roadworks 2020 are Rik Olson (Rik Olson
Illustration) and Eric Rewitzer (3 Fish Studios).
Roadworks “Personal Prints” Artists: This exciting program
offers artists who register the opportunity to design and
carve an official Roadworks Personal Prints (size: 9” x 12”)
and have it printed on the day of the event by a real steampowered steamroller! Personal Prints by participating artists
are available for sale during Roadworks; sales of Personal
Prints benefit SFCB.
Exhibitors, vendors, and organisations: Each year,
Roadworks features vendors, exhibitors, and organizations
from the book and print community - this year will be no
different! We look forward to hosting a variety of book arts
and printed related vendors from near and far.
Additional details can be found at SFCB’s website:
https://sfcb.org/roadworks2020

We properly clean, sort and grade every single
sheet of paper before flying them out to our
overseas customers.
A paper with a delightful texture and look.
It lends itself to be put to your unlimited project uses.
Your enquiries please: thame2709@gmail.com
https://www.chinocrafts.com
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BOOKED 2020 – Artist’s Book Fair
Cable Factory, Helsinki, Finland
10th-11th October 2020
Booked 2020 is a fair devoted to artists’ books,
publications produced by small presses and related forms
of art processes. It is being organised by MUU, Finland’s
interdisciplinary art association, and will take place at
Helsinki’s Cable Factory 10-11 October 2020. The event will
highlight works situated at the interface of literature and
visual art and bring them to the attention of the public.
The scope of the fair will include workshops, new text-based
visual art projects and interviews with specialists in the
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field. Sound and performance art will also be featured.
The event is supported by Nordic Culture Point.
https://www.muu.fi/en/booked-2020/
https://www.kaapelitehdas.fi/

2020 WAYZGOOSE PRINTS - This year’s commemorative
print was designed, printed, and constructed by hand by our
featured Wazygoose printer Catalina Rojas of Puropapel in
Miami. Prints can be yours, as supplies last, on a donation
basis: We’ll send you one print as our gift for your $10
donation to the Jaffe Support Fund. Donate $40 and we’ll
send you a set of five, printed on varied color papers. Your
support is especially crucial to the Jaffe Center for Book
Arts at this time. Please donate through our online donation
portal at Florida Atlantic University Foundation (link
below). Once you’ve made your gift, send an email to JCBA
Director John Cutrone (email address on website link)
stating your mailing address and the dollar amount of your
gift. John will see to it that Wayzgoose prints are sent your
way!

Editions/Artists’ Books Fair - online
14th - 28th October 2020
E/AB Fair online 2020 will take place 14th - 28th October
Presented by Lower East Side Printshop, Inc. Editions/
Artists’ Books Fair has been New York’s premier showcase
for the discovery of new and contemporary prints,
multiples, and artists’ books for over 20 years now.
Renowned for its cultivation of an international community
of publishers, E/AB Fair provides a platform for their
growth in the art market. Each year, the Fair presents a
thoughtfully curated exhibition of works by hundreds
of emerging and established artists and an informative
programme of talks.

http://www.library.fau.edu/depts/spc/JaffeCenter/events/
wayzgoose.php

This year’s event will take place online, for more
information visit: http://eabfair.org
info@eabfair.org
Jaffe Center for Book Arts
2020 Virtual Library Waygoose Festival
Info sent in by Jim Kelly: Featuring printer CATALINA
ROJAS of Puropapel, Miami, and music by THE LUBBEN
BROTHERS. Print projects! History! Stories! Your host
John Cutrone, Director, Jaffe Center for Book Arts.

Vancouver Art Book Fair
Friday 16th October - Sunday 18th October 2020
Vancouver Art Book Fair will take place online Friday 16th
October - Sunday 18th October 2020. Art Book Month is
1st – 31st October 2020.
Vancouver Art Book Fair is a not-for-profit organisation
committed to the advancement, appreciation and circulation
of artists’ publishing.

Our third annual Library Wayzgoose Festival is a virtual
one this year! Lots in store for this year’s Bartlemas
Wayzgoose: we’ll be chatting with Catalina Rojas, one of our
favorite Miami letterpress printers; there’ll be a print project
you can purchase; and we’ve got great music lined up, too,
performed just for the Wayzgoose by the Lubben Brothers.

Through community-focused public programming,
we provide inclusive platforms to deepen engagement
with artists’ books and connect local and international
communities.
http://vancouverartbookfair.com/2020/

We may not be able to Wayzgoose together this summer in
person, but you’ll love this alternative. It’s worldwide…
and a whole new way to experience FAU Libraries’ Jaffe
Center for Book Arts. Visit the festival online at:
https://vimeo.com/jaffecenter
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INTERNET NEWS
Dear Friends of collage
The Centre for Fine Print Research in collaboration with the
London Centre for Book Arts held a Collage Colloquium
with artists online on Friday 14th August 2020.

For anyone who couldn’t attend the live Q&As, we recorded
the sessions. The individual artists’ presentations are also
recorded as videos.
These are all online on our Collage Colloquium archive page
and can be viewed / listened to via the links at:
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/lcbacollage/
Pritt Stick lives on…

Kolaj LIVE Online
From Jennie Hinchcliff: Throughout the months of July September a series of online col-lage events is being put on
by Kolaj magazine in place of their annual festival this year.

A really fascinating collection of lectures and presentations.
All events are free. Registration is required. To attend an
event, visit the Kolaj LIVE Online website and click on the
Register link for the programme.
http://www.kolajinstitute.org/kolaj-live-online/index.html
News from The Fork and Broom Press, Oppenwehe,
Germany: http://www.forkandbroompress.net

Experience All Sorts (No Licorice!) with Cynthia Sears,
BIMA Founder & Artist’s Book Curator
From Tamar Stone: Bainbridge Island Museum of Art, USA
exhibition tour online.

Join BIMA founder and artist’s book collection curator
Cynthia Sears for a look at our current artists’ book
exhibition All Sorts (No Licorice!). #BIMAfromHome
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0-mwyTZZR7w
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Over the past few weeks I have started to build what could
be called a virtual place for metal type. It is located at my
additional webspace at http://www.bleikloetzle.de – and the
idea is to create a space particularly related to metal type
– with images, text and links. In this way knowledge about
metal type shall be preserved, collected and, even more
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important, made available for those who work with metal
type and search for this sort of facts, details and sources.
At The Fork and Broom Press there is a rich and diverse
stock of metal type to choose from and I am working to feed
as much as possible in to the new site in the form of photos,
both of type specimens, such as ligatures, and the type in
print, alphabets as well as running text, adding information
about each fount, type designer, foundry etc. The site is
a Wordpress basis and allows searching for special fount
names and tags.

Monsalve. In the wake of George Floyd, Tony McDade, Sean
Reed, Breonna Taylor, Nina Pop, Rayshard Brooks, Malcolm
Harsch, Dominique Alexander, Riah Milton, Robert Fuller,
Oluwatoyin Salau, and the many more that - Rest In Power
- we have seen black folx and their accomplices rise up
and fight the powers of racism worldwide. This is just the
beginning, we know that the duration of protests that create
change are long-lasting and rigorous work.

Also, the site comes with a list of Further Reading, listing
titles related to metal type, letterpress, typography and book
arts – plus a few fictitious titles that make a lovely read.
There are links, too, to sites & places where even more
information about metal type can be found.
The site is meant to be bi-lingual German and English at
the same time. Work is still in progress and feedback is
appreciated. http://www.bleikloetzle.de
We can now also connect at LinkedIn: Annette Dißlin
Books On Books Collection – Shirley Sharoff
Curated and reviewed by Robert Bolick

Free download zine.
http://www.adrianastories.com/new-products/even-thescore-the-revolution

La Poésie de l’univers/Poetry of the Universe (2012), Shirley Sharoff.
Photo: Books On Books Collection.

Info sent in by Jim Kelly: La Poésie de l’univers/Poetry of the
Universe (2012). Three small volumes with aphorisms by
Aristotle, Euclid, and Antoine Lavoisier (one per volume,
respectively, in both English and French); each printed
letterpress in various fonts and typographical arrangements
along with four intaglio prints on one sheet of paper. The
paper is cut along some of the folds so that folding and
unfolding reveals different combinations of the text and
images. Typography by Vincent Auger on Rives 250 GSM.
Engravings printed by René Tazé. Edition of 25 and 3
casebound. H215 x W120 mm. Acquired from the artist, 5th
February 2019.

Granary Books is pleased to announce the launch of our
new website: Still located at https://www.granarybooks.com,
the new site presents:
• a complete inventory of Granary publications
• archives and collections available and sold by Granary
Books
• rare and obscure books, poetry, little magazines, and
ephemera

Read the review here: https://books-on-books.
com/2020/08/01/books-on-books-collection-shirleysharoff/
Digital download: Even The Score, Special Edition, The
Revolution - A Sistren Collab
Even The Score, Special Edition, The Revolution. The Sistren
Collab: Jy Amada, Jamila Silvera, Erica Ariza, and Adriana
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We encourage you to visit, follow us on Instagram to see
highlights, and stay in touch with us via email if you have
areas of collecting interest with which we can assist. We will
be sharing a series of new collections in the weeks ahead:
stay tuned by signing up for our mailing list.
https://www.granarybooks.com

Books About Art - new website / online shop
Art, Design, Media & Architecture books
Over 600 new books at discount prices
Many rare and out-of-print titles
We have over 600 titles in stock at substantial discounts.
You can explore using the subject menu on the left. Dropdown sub-menus are available where you see a ‘+’ symbol.
On the homepage we feature our Clearance section, Latest
Arrivals and Themed Collections - scroll down to view.

In 2015, I chose antoine lefebvre editions both as my artist
name and as my imprint. I didn’t do it on purpose, but
after some time, I realised I was issuing more or less one
publication every month.

For many reasons, some of which are pretty obvious,
I haven’t published anything since #60. After sharing them
on social media, I gathered them in a PDF catalogue that
you can download here:
http://labibliothequefantas.free.fr/files/Catalogue%2020152020.pdf
Reel - Gracia Haby & Louise Jennison

There is also a search option in the top left corner.
We send occasional newsletters about new books and
special offers. You can sign up at:
https://www.booksaboutart.co.uk

antoine lefebvre editions
60 Publications / 5 Years Retrospective 2015 - 2020
Reel is our new online viewing space, featuring variations
of our original works on paper and large scale collages in a
different format: a continuous digital reel.
https://www.gracialouise.space/
Emily Martin - Hamlet
Peter D. Verheyen - Passed on by Jim Kelly - : Way back
on 1st April 2020 (auspicious?), Emily Martin started
copying the play Hamlet onto a 60-foot roll of paper that
has knocked around my studio for at least 15 years. She
wasn’t sure how long she would keep at it, Act 2, scene 2 was
seemingly endless. She finally made it all the way to the end
of the play and not quite the end of the roll.
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are influenced by Ed Ruscha in their methodology, design
language, and overall attitude.

There’s a video on YouTube if you want a continuous view.
Watch at https://youtu.be/neIppNYIHpA, or via Emily’s
website: http://emilymartin.com
Rare Book School (RBS), University of Virginia, USA
From Imi Maufe: RBS is now offering a varied series of
free digital programmes centered on bibliography and
the history of the book. These programs will focus on the
study of textual artefacts and their crucial role in shaping
understandings of cultural heritage and
informing humanistic research.
https://rarebookschool.org/rbs-online/
My Makeshift Studio - Noreen Grahame

Join Yuchen for a reading of Twentysix Gasoline Stations on
its humour, absurdity, poetics, and radicalism.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HKouDKzrf-A
CFPR Print and Book Festival Online
The Centre for Fine Print Research (CFPR) organised an
online series of free talks, readings, In Conversations and
creative challenges last month. These were to replace our
usual physical Summer Institute.

Noreen Grahame of grahame galleries + editions in
Australia, has been recording videos of artists’ books
from her gallery during lockdown. One of which (No4) is
Monsieur Le Président, a protest flip book. It was made in
1995 as a protest against the resumption of nuclear testing
in the Pacific which was announced by Président Jacques
Chirac of France. In 2020 the actions and statements of
President Donald Trump make this little protest artist book
once again relevant.

Everything in the #printandbookfest by visiting artists
and poets, and CFPR / UWE staff, on printmaking, artists’
books, poetry, publishing, asemic writing, wellbeing and
more is available to view free online at:
https://cfpr.uwe.ac.uk/book-and-print-summerfestival-2020/

Find My Makeshift Studio on YouTube at:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCYkMO2jmHfEOUdHq5pFqeag/featured

You can also see more videos on artists’ books and
printmaking on the CFPR YouTube channel at:
https://www.youtube.com/user/cfprprint/videos

Ed Ruscha: Freeway Haiku
Printed Matter, Inc: If you consume artists’ books, you
know about Ed Ruscha’s Twentysix Gasoline Stations. Even
If you don’t, you probably have seen or owned books that

Artists’ Books Reviews by Levi Sherman:
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Un Certainty, artist’s book by Guy Bigland, see his festival talk.

One Hundred Excellent Flowers
Clifton Meador
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Statues - of confederate traitors and founding fathers alike
- are the most recent front in the US culture wars, forcing a
debate about history and memorialization, and occasionally
even aesthetics. Each day a new story breaks, a new example
for artists of what not to do. Absent from much of the
discussion (at least beyond art world press) is how artists
should engage with history. So it was good fortune that I
spent the month contemplating the art of Clifton Meador,
a white southern artist whose work is deeply involved with
history. And while the book reviewed deals with a different
conflict, it shows how an artist can sincerely grapple with
social, political and economic issues.

You can print and fold your own 8-page mini
review from this link: https://mcusercontent.com/
d6ed2521f8aa00746424b4d73/files/83bffa9b-956c-45498d90-b0a1c88093a7/Printable_Review_Students.pdf
Visit https://artistsbookreviews.home.blog/ for a full archive
of past reviews and more information about the project.
Follow @ABReviews on Instagram for news and abridged
reviews.
Interview with Sarah Nicholls by Levi Sherman
Sarah Nicholls is a visual artist who makes pictures
with language, books with pictures, prints with type,
and animations with words. She combines image, visual
narrative, and time in prints, books, and ephemera that are
often research-based. Sarah is interested in urbanization,
local history, climate change, the history of science and
technology, alternative economies, found language, and
the history of publishing. She has written a collection of
self-help aphorisms, published a series of informational
pamphlets and printed a field guide to extinct birds.

One Hundred Excellent Flowers, 2019, 8.5 × 11 × .375 in.
64 pages. Binding: Screw post with cover wrap, Offset
lithography. Edition of 200
https://artistsbookreviews.home.blog/
Students
Tia Blassingame
Last month, I looked to Clifton Meador as an example for
white artists who hope to contend with race as part of their
subject matter. So I am pleased to be able to follow up this
month with the work of Tia Blassingame, a Black book
artist whose calls for equity in the field (see her essay “Dear
Book Arts” in Freedom of the Presses) are as powerful as her
artistic investigations of race and racism.

Her most recent book is Solastalgia (above), a book about
islands, both real and imagined, that are in the process of
disappearing. Sarah’s limited edition artist books are in the
collections of the Brooklyn Museum, Stanford, UCLA, and
the University of Pennsylvania, among others.
Read the interview here:
https://artistsbookreviews.home.blog/category/interview/
Turtle Light Press USA

As I discuss in the review, Blassingame shows how artists
can address racism without trafficking in pain. Though the
topic is tough, this month’s book, Students (2019, above),
leaves me hopeful about the ability of artists to make
positive change in a society that so badly needs it.
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The Turbulent Mountains by Mohammad Azim Khan is
one of three free e-books designed by Turtle Light Press
(USA) for the runners up in the TLP 2019 Haiku Chapbook
Competition.
View the book online at: https://www.turtlelightpress.com/
products/the-turbulent-mountains/

NEW ARTISTS’ PUBLICATIONS

Imagine a world that sits alongside your own. Full of
people, with wants and fears and desires just like yours.
With history and culture that are very different though.
This city is invisible, and it can’t be touched. It hides in plain
sight, and you’d never know it was there. It’s not a fairy tale
though, and it doesn’t live in the gaps between buildings,
or under the streets. This city is as real as you want it to be.
The city is invisible because, until today, it didn’t exist. Two
people there have become separated, lost to each other and
their lives. Their world is colliding with yours, and time is
running out. Tomorrow, a whole world might disappear, like
breath on a winter’s morning.

McSweeney’s QUARTERLY CONCERN, Issue 61

A luxurious leather-bound volume, stamped with
breathtaking cover art by Sophy Hollington, McSweeney’s
Issue 61 is one for the ages. Featuring letters by Maria
Bamford, Sally Wen Mao, and Melissa Febos; brand-new
stories by Brandon Hobson and Salvador Plascencia; nine
full-colour comics by Jon McNaught (image above); a
housewares catalogue for our dysphoric times by Gabrielle
Bell; five pieces of posthumously translated microfiction
by Argentine author Hebe Uhart; photography by Melissa
Schriek; and a good deal more. Packed with more fullcolour art features than we’ve published in years, you won’t
be able to tear yourself away from this one.
$28. Available to pre-order at: https://store.mcsweeneys.net/
products/mcsweeney-s-issue-61
These Pages Fall Like Ash - Second Edition
Composed by Tom Abba, Duncan Speakman
With Emilie Grenier, Nick Harkaway and Neil Gaiman

These Pages Fall Like Ash is an immersive story told across
time, place and the pages of two books. One book is a
crafted, physical, familiar artefact, a guide to an imagined
world, and a reminder that your own is just as unique.
The other is a digital text that weaves the two together. By
leaving your home and exploring the streets and places
around you, you bring books and story together to create
an experience that is unique to you but also shared with
thousands of others. These Pages Fall Like Ash was created
and launched in its first form in 2013. A melding of book
and virtual world, it was launched as happily disruptive
concept, making a story expand fully out of the pages,
taking it across physical and digital platforms. Now it has
been updated for the extraordinary year that is 2020. The
experience lasts as long as you want - a few hours, a day,
or a week or more. It pins itself to the world around you,
responding to the place in which you find yourself. You’ll
walk familiar streets and see them with new eyes. You’ll
dance between two worlds, and go on a journey with
strangers, who will become familiar friends. How it works:
We send you a book, and you do the rest. You’ll need a
smartphone and some fresh air, but nothing else, aside from
your willingness to believe.
These Pages Fall Like Ash, Second Edition, August 2020.
£20, available at: https://pagesfall.com
DARK GREEN Book object
Constanze Kreiser
I began collecting texts on loneliness in 2019 and was
overtaken by the Covid19 isolation in 2020. This book
object - consisting of a smaller hidden text booklet and a
rather edgy structure to hold and hide it - is constructed
with strong light-dark contrasts. The threads of life cross,
begin and end outside our perceptual range, running across
embossed paper surfaces. Despite our own estimation, it is
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a natural process of growing, hence the light yellow-green
colours inside the dark blue room.

Screenprinted artist’s book, 24 pages, 22 x 24 cm, edition of
50 ex, signed & numbered, 2020. €50
https://beuysonsale.com/products/damage-to-the-squaregfeller-hellsgard
Mini Zine | Hello World
Paul Riedmüller

2 colour screenprint on 170g coloured paper, 16 pages,
15 x 11 cm , edition of 125 ex, numbered. Free shipping
worldwide! €7.00
https://beuysonsale.com/collections/re-surgo-editions/
products/mini-zine-hello-world-by-paul-riedmuller
New from Café Royal Books:
Housing Estates 1979–1985
Stephen McCoy

Texts by Fr. Nietzsche, Bei Dao, Maurice Blanchot, Harold
Pinter, Simone Lappert, Virginia Woolf, K. Frostenson,
W. Wordsworth
Unique piece 2020. Double book bound around a central
axis, 11*4 pages 21 x 8 cm. linoleum print, woodcut,
monotypes. Handwritten texts, 6 folded sewn carrier sides.
52 x 52 x 35 cm opened as roundel. 26 x 35 x 2 cm folded in
folder. http://kunstdenken.de
New publications from Re:Surgo!

Damage (to the Square)
Gfeller + Hellsgård
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Boxset with print. Second edition. Includes:
Signed archival print 325gsm 6”x4” (152 x 102 mm)
Stephen McCoy — Housing Estates Set 1. 1979
Stephen McCoy — Housing Estates Set 2. 1980
Stephen McCoy — Housing Estates Set 3. 1981–1983
Stephen McCoy — Housing Estates Set 4. 1985
Stephen McCoy — Housing Estates Set 5. 1983–1985 “The
Edges”, 14cm x 20cm, b/w & colour digital. £50.00
https://www.caferoyalbooks.com/shop/stephen-mccoyhousing-estates-19791985-boxset
Notting Hill Carnival 1974
Chris Miles
36 pages, 14 x 20 cm, b/w digital, £6.50.
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work), extended the Paediatric Intensive Care Unit and
Emergency Services for children and been used to purchase
a resuscitation set and lifesaving drugs. This is a life and
death scenario on the ground every day, especially now with
the spread of Covid-19.

A special edition is available, including print - £30: A5 (210
x 148mm) archival inkjet on 308gsm Hahnemühle Photo
Rag paper.
https://www.caferoyalbooks.com/shop/chris-miles-nottinghill-carnival-1974
Games of Now
Jean McEwan
Figuring out how to live in these days.

The zine is A6 postcard size, has 36 pages and is printed
professionally in full colour on 170gsm silk paper. £4.
https://jeanmcewanartist.bigcartel.com/product/nice-here
To find out more about the fundraiser and donate
directly, visit https://www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/
yemenhealthworkersurgentcovid19solidarityappeal

A5 colour zine of collages, 28 pages, printed on 170gsm
recycled paper. August 2020. £5 available at:
https://jeanmcewanartist.bigcartel.com/product/games-ofnow

Blätterbuch
Joachim Schmid

NICE, HERE
Jean McEwan
NICE, HERE, is the first zine of altered postcards by artist
Jean McEwan. This series was made in Autumn 2019, with
the collaged interventions on the front of each postcard
made in response to the writing on the back.
All proceeds from the remaining copies are going to a
Habibti Liverpool, a solidarity fundraiser who are sending
money direct to Health workers at Al-Sabeen Children’s
Hospital in Sana’a Yemen, treating children affected by
war, malnutrition, cholera, malaria, dengue and now
also COVID-19. Funds raised are sent directly senior
paediatricians at Al-Sabeen to support staff to carry out
their work and buy necessary equipment and resources.
To date money raised has supported nurses and doctors
(even things like making sure they are able to get to
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A book of leaves. A book to leaf through. 2020
digital print, b/w, 24 x 17 cm, 80 pages, softcover, saddlestitched, 100 copies. €15.
https://www.lumpenfotografie.de/2020/06/10/blatterbuch/
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Covid Cupboard
Rebecca Weeks
Unfolds with pop up paper tins. A parody of panic buying
a cupboard full of basic foods that turned into much valued
yet terrible goods.

Size: H x W x D: Closed: 13.5 x 13.5 x 0.3 cm; Open 13.5 x
13.5 x 8 cm. Archival inkjet on smooth paper. Open edition,
£6 + p&p. Available from 4th September at:
https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/RebeccaWeeksArt

VOID AS (A) — A PROPOSITION
Marianne Holm Hansen
VOID AS (A) — A PROPOSITION combines a selection of
working images and texts produced during a fellowship at
Saari Residence, Finland. It assembles-to-propose a series
of prompts for thinking differently about and through
the Void: as gap and pause; as metaphor for how we may
communicate in situations where language falters or entirely
fails; as potential structure for claiming, or carving out, time
and space for that communication to take place; as…

London Centre for Book Arts fundraising edition
Our newest LCBA fundraising edition is a contribution by
our friends Studio Bergini. [Output 001] Imperial Wallchart
is an A0 size (841 x 1189mm) reproduction of a diagram
printed in the Penrose Annual 1968 from the LCBA library
detailing some of the most popular paper sizes in Britain
prior to switching to the Metric system. 4 colour offset on
uncoated 170gsm paper, edition of 200.

In staying true to process and the initial random double
printing of text onto image, the edition covers 15 versions
of the book, each presenting a different sequence of possible
image-text juxtapositions. It is also always possible to pull
the book apart and reassemble it in new ways.

All proceeds from fundraising editions help our studio
community recover and get back to doing what we do best
– making, sharing, and championing all things books. Look
out for new editions launching in the coming weeks and
months. £35.
https://londonbookarts.org/product/fundraising-editionoutput-001-imperial-wallchart/
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VOID AS (A) — A PROPOSITION is produced on a
desktop laser printer by Marianne Holm Hansen and
published from her London studio in July 2020. Soft Cover
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OTA Bound | 62 pp | 16.3 x 21.3 cm . Hole to cover and one
internal page. Versions: 1 – 15 | Total Edition of 101.
For more information visit: http://criticalm.org

New artists’ books from REDFOXPRESS:

The Morse Dry Dock Dial
Sarah Nicholls
Brain Washing from Phone Towers
Informational Pamphlet Series

POLAZINE
A zine by Franticham about Polaroid photography
Themes: places, ephemera, techniques, collections, thematic
subjects, found Polaroids…
Inkjet and laser printed from home computer. Hand
assembled and stapled. Size: 10 x 15 cm / 28 - 32 pages.
Cover: Verona 170gsm. Title page: Tracing paper 130gsm.
Inside pages: 118gsm soft white Mohawk paper.

The Morse Dry Dock Dial is the new 2020 Informational
Pamphlet, taking its name from the magazine published
by the Morse Dry Dock Company, my great-grandfather’s
employer in the early years of the twentieth century.
This pamphlet talks about my family’s history in Sunset
Park, Brooklyn, the changes in the neighbourhood since
then, the industrial past, the post-industrial present, how
nature has adapted the waterfront left behind by industry,
how nature will change the waterfront in the coming
decades, and what we might do in response, among many
other things.

Edition of 250, letterpress and linocut on paper. $20.00
https://www.brainwashingfromphonetowers.com/product/
the-morse-dry-dock-dial/
There is also a virtual walking tour of the neighbourhood to
accompany the publication, which you can find here:
https://www.sarahnicholls.com/portfolio/virtual-sunsetpark-walking-tour/
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Frequency: ca. 3 zines yearly. Price each: 12 euro / 9 GBP /
US$ 15. Shipping worldwide: 3 euro. ALL 17 POLAZINES
FOR 200 EURO, FREE POSTAGE.
http://www.polamad.com/polazine1.html
Two new Visual Poetry books
Francesco Aprile & Serse Luigetti
#147 and #148 from the “C’EST MON DADA” collection

A collection of small handmade artists’ books dedicated
to experimental, concrete and visual poetry, or any work
combining text and image in the spirit of Dada or Fluxus.
40 pages. A6 size. Handbound hardcover. €15 each
($20 / £13 GBP). For more information or to order, visit:
http://redfoxpress.com/dada.html
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GENEALOGY
Visual Poetry by Tomasz Wilmanski

New from Roma Publications
Un Ami Simple
Valentin Carron
Artist’s book by Valentin Carron with collages specifically
made for his exhibition on the dam of Mauvoisin in Valais,
Switzerland, until 27 September 2020. For this project,
entitled Un ami simple (A simple friend), Carron focused
on the image of the mule – an emblematic figure of effort,
endurance and phlegm. Nowadays this animal has above all
a folkloristic connotation, while up to the1940s, Valais had
a herd of more than 2000 animals which transported loads
from valley to valley.

56pp, 23.3 x 30 cm. €28. More info and order link at:
https://www.romapublications.org/Roma201-400.html
Redfoxpress C’EST MON DADA
Tomasz Wilmański (b. 1956) studied sculpture at the
Academy of Fine Art in Poznań (1977-1982). In 1982 he
founded and still runs AT Gallery in Poznan. Currently, he
runs the ‘Art Book Studio’ at the Faculty of Art Education
and Curatorial Studies at the University of Arts in Poznań.

In art he mainly deals with art books, visual poetry,
installations, drawings, videos and performance activities.
He presented artistic works at several dozen individual and
collective exhibitions in Poland, Germany, France, Canada,
Italy, Netherlands, Austria, Estonia, Sweden and Ukraine.
His artists’ books are in collections, among others: Book Art
Museum, Łódź; Musashino University of Art, Tokyo; Boekie
Woekie, Amsterdam. A6 size, ca. 40 pages, hard cover, € 15 /
$ 20 / £13 UK GBP. http://redfoxpress.com/dada.html
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Blossom Book
Claire Jeanine Satin

2020. Unique images on Lexan and transparencies; heavily
hand beaded with crystals; monofilament 9” h x 6 1/2” w
(closed). 9” h x 13” w (open). http://satinartworks.com
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Sims Reed Rare Books has published a new list of their
recent Gilbert & George acquisitions, you can view it as a
pdf here: https://bit.ly/3fX1LZI

peripheries of the art world; ‘Movable type: birds, thoughts,
print’ by Caroline Harris - Type Flight is a hand-typeset
and hand-bound limited edition poetic artist’s book that
disassembles and reassembles a simple three-line poem to
experiment with questions of metaphor and its layering,
the type letter as a thing in itself, and relationships between
human and nonhuman in the making of material poetries;
‘Place and nature in the work of Helen Douglas’ by Maria
White examines the importance of Deuchar Mill and its
surrounding area in the Yarrow Valley, Scottish Borders, in
the work of the artist.
Artists’ pages by Sara Elgerot, Jessica Ho, Leyla Moazzen,
Steve Parsons / Sue Vallance. Cover, badge & stickers
designed by Sarah Bodman for the collage challenge
#wishiwaswhere

View all available books at: https://books.simsreed.com
info@simsreed.com | @simsreed_books (Instagram)
The Blue Notebook Journal for artists’ books - Vol 15

All of this plus badge, stickers and the next issue for £10
including worldwide p&p.
Order online at https://store.uwe.ac.uk/product-catalogue/
centre-for-fine-print-research/publications/blue-notebookjournal/blue-notebook-journal-for-artists-books-vol-15-1-2
New publications from Timglaset:

Vol 15 No. 1 will be published in October and includes a
great set of articles from writers in Australia, Norway, USA
and the UK: ‘Codex Polaris - book projects from the North’
by Imi Maufe - CODEX POLARIS established in 2013 - is
a book artist group based in Bergen, Norway that creates
opportunities and exhibition platforms for artists who
make books in the Nordic region. Alongside the exhibition
programme Codex Polaris invites guest co-organisers
to work on various networking projects, and writers to
contribute with text works to raise the profile of book arts,
spanning both local and international perspectives; Aaron
Cohick, founder of NewLights Press writes from Tucson,
Arizona, USA and asks - What role can a micropress/
artist-publisher play in dismantling white supremacy?;
‘Filling in the gaps: 25 Years of the Field Report’ by Sue
Hartigan (Australia) - The Field Report has been filling in
the gaps as an assembling publication since 1995 on the
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Pyramids
psw
Pyramids is a new artist’s book by the great psw. It contains
three typewriter drawings made with Arabic script and
mimeo printed in yellow and black on high quality, heavy
paper. 8 pages, format 21x21 cm. Limited to 20 copies.
€15.00
https://www.timglaset.com/produktsida/psw-pyramids
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bloody and amniotic, wailing as they dance in uninhibited
animalistic frenzy.” (Kate Siklosi)
“Archer’s craftsmanship is exceptional. Each piece is
carefully made. Smudgy or hard when necessary, this
work is an exciting and dynamic exploration of becoming
and motion and stillness. Mother’s Milk is a powerful and
welcome book — about life.” (Hart Broudy)

ToCall Magazine #11
psw
ToCall #11 is a special issue dedicated to alphabets and
alphabetic works of concrete poetry and features work by
17 artists and poets.
The cover page is guest-created by jwcurry (Canada).
Delighted with the idea of the traditional tlaloc/tocall
one-word poem he made this piece using his self-made
quadrabet.
The magazine is printed by psw using a mimeograph
duplicator Gestetner 320 on old typewriter paper made in
GDR in an edition of 100 copies.
Contributors to this issue:
Anna Hedenrud (Sweden) Caroline Kha (UK) Charles
Reynolds (USA) Donato Mancini (Canada) Ege Berensel
(Turkey) Guy Bigland (UK) Felipe Zapico Alonso (Spain)
Francesca Capone (USA) Helen Frank (UK) Ilse Garnier
(Germany/France) Kamilla Jørgensen (Denmark) Lisa
Golze (Germany) Meher Manda (India/USA) Raul Meel
(Estonia) Sacha Archer (Canada) Stefana McClure (USA)
TAM (Germany). €10.00
https://www.timglaset.com/produktsida/tocall-magazine-11

Sacha Archer lives in Ontario, Canada with his wife and two
daughters. He is the editor of Simulacrum Press. Archer’s
latest chapbooks are Lines of Sight (nOIR:Z, 2020) and
Houses (no press, 2020). Forthcoming chapbooks include
Models (Simulacrum Press) and Framing Poems (Timglaset).
His concrete poetry has been exhibited in the USA, Italy,
and Canada. Find him on Facebook and Instagram @
sachaarcher.
Mother’s Milk, 84 pages, perfect bound, size 21 x 21 cm.
High quality digital colour print. Edition limited to 99
copies. €16.00
Buy books for 40 Euros or more - get a 25% discount!
Producing and printing books as big and beautiful sa
Mother’s Milk by Sacha Archer and Language Lines & Poetry
by Dona Mayoora is expensive.
At the moment we really need to fill our coffers and we
aim to do that by giving you a discount if you order
books worth more than 40 Euros! Just enter promo code
SUMMER20 and 25% of the cost magically disappears from
your total. (Click “Enter a promo code” just below the order
summary and a box magically appears.)
Note: This only applies to Timglaset books, not friend’s
books and ToCall Magazine. Valid until 6th September for
use once per person. https://www.timglaset.com
New Artists’ Books from Women’s Studio Workshop:

Mother’s Milk
Sacha Archer
Timglaset
Mother’s Milk is a selection of the rubber stamp based
concrete poems Sacha Archer produced during a short time
span past winter. These poems are teeming with the life
suggested by the title.
“Archer entwines us in titillating tentacles of unfettered
lettrocity, ensnaring us in a Triassic triage of thresholds
and thaw. His work gorgeously leaks and spills, and from
these fated inky puddles new species of language are born—
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Ul’nigid’
Rhiannon Skye Tafoya
Ul’nigid’ was made to honour the artist’s grandmother,
Martha Reed-Bark. This moveable book structure is able to
take on multiple renderings, and utilizes letterpress printing
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with Cherokee syllabary metal type and weaving processes
similar to those of a traditional Cherokee white oak basket.
Ul’nigid’’ is a demonstration of love and remembrance,
wherein each technical process portrays strength and
delicacy, allowing the artist to communicate a contemporary
indigenous voice with deep influences from her traditional
grandmother. https://wsworkshop.org/collection/ulnigidi/

Parts of a Body House Book
Carolee Schneemann
Parts of a Body House Book was originally published in 1972
by Beau Geste Press, which was run by Felipe Ehrenberg in
Devon, England. This reprinting is a facsimile of Carolee’s
personal copy from the first edition. Her intentions were to
paint the back cover of each book and create a new set of
hand interventions for the present day. This publication was
in production at the time of her death in 2019.

Apple Pie, film positives from two of Carolee’s films, notes
and sketches on Kinetic Painting, a very special menstrualblood-blotted paper work, and more.
https://wsworkshop.org/collection/parts-of-a-body-housebook/

Go Inside
Sara Quinn
Go Inside is an unlearning book for kids and grown-ups.
This book draws on the artist’s ongoing reckoning with her
role as a white teacher within harmful systems: striving to
craft narratives that allow listeners to be themselves, and
simultaneously doing her own internal work. A playful twopart binding and richly textured connected imagery invite
the reader to explore the source of their inherent value and
self-knowledge.
https://wsworkshop.org/collection/go-inside/
Since 1974, Women’s Studio Workshop has provided over
200 artists, both emerging and established, with studio
facilities and technical expertise to produce handmade,
limited edition artists’ books. WSW’s artists’ books are
held in more than 450 collections world-wide, and 16
repositories and standing orders purchase all works
published annually. https://wsworkshop.org

All hand interventions including corrections, stamping,
staining, drawing, and highlighting were recreated to the
artist’s exact wishes. Each copy in this edition is signed by
Carolee’s beloved feline, La Niña, using a pigment mixed
from beet juice and dirt gathered from the grounds of
Carolee’s eighteenth century farmhouse in New Paltz, NY.
This book includes the first publishing of an excerpt from
Schneemann’s Sexual Parameters Chart, Americana I Ching
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Journal Of Field Study International - Field Report 2019
Published July 2020
The Field Report has reached the symbolic milestone of
25 years of publication and remains a tangible artefact of
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the mailart network. Initially conceived as a magazine of
possibilities and a directory of Networkers, the first call out
was for work that went beyond the boundaries of the gallery.
The first edition took the form of a box of broadsheets
featuring pieces by the mailart Network and records of
Field Study emanations and manifestations, but by the
second edition had taken its current form as an
assembling publication.

Housed behind the imagery of the hermetic beehive (a
masonic symbol of industry), 2019’s emanations take
multiple forms, from artiststamps, through to collage, textbased work, documentation of performances, events and a
taxonomy of art gallery toilets. Fortieth anniversaries are
also celebrated, in particular by Artpool and FEMAILIST
Carol Stetser.

Other works in this report reference the beehive as
concept particularly Julian Beere’s Fagure de miere.
Other emanations explore ESP and parapsychology –
these include Retail Cargo Cult’s The Rhine Experiment
[Replicated], Lucy Godycki’s Kirlian Photography, Dr
Anna Banana’s modification of organic forms through
psychic interventions and Sarah Bodman’s remote viewing
automatic drawing experiment.
In memory of Dawn Redwood whose Art was Life and Life
was Art - David Dellafiora
Field Study Emanations by: Martha Aitchison . Artpool .
Anna Banana . Vittore Baroni . Horst Baur . Julian Beere .
John M Bennett . Bev Bills . Sarah Bodman . Brandstifter
. Hans Braumûller . Vizma Brúns . Emilio Carrasco .
Chameleon Lectra . Victoria Cooper .RF Côté . Cracker
Jack Kid . Laura Cristin . David Dellafiora . Martin
Desloovere . Phil Edwards . Piet Franzen . Lucy Godycki .
Antonio Gomez . Karl-Friedrich Hacker . Susan Hartigan
. Paul Holman . Eberhard Janke . Magda Lagerwerf .
Beltrán Laguna . Susanna Lakner . Teresa Lawrence .
Siggi Liersch . Serse Luigetti . Renée Magaña . Memplex
Art . Ada Milovanovic . Peter Mueller . Emilio Morandi
. Leo Morrissey . Ken Naigus . Keiichi Nakamura . Jurgen
O.Olbrich . Leonie Osowski . Stephen Perkins . Benedict
Phillips . Bernd Reichert . Terry Reid . Sabine Remy . Glen
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Smith . Zoe Snyder . Doug Spowart . Angela Stadthaus .
State Of Being . Carol Stetser . Rod Summers . TICTAC .
Thierry Tillier . Alan Turner . Daniele Virgilio . Sal Wood .
Tamara Wyndham.
The Field Report is the annual of Field Study International,
produced since 1996 in the form of an assembling book.
Artists are invited to create an edition of 100 pages
conceived as a ‘Field Study Emanation’. Works include
documentations of performances, actions, instructions,
manifestoes, journey works, tracts, rants, instructions,
manifestoes, reflections and experiments.
Each issue contains the work of about fifty artists. Size: 14.5
x 21 cm, wire bound, hand stamped, numbered. Published
July 2020. A limited number of the 2019 Field Reports
are available for sale, cost $60 US (includes international
p+p). Email for details: http://daviddellafiora.blogspot.
com/2020/07/field-report-2019-journal-of-field.html
The Return by Cécile Simonis now availabe for pre-order
The Return is a 24-page graphic short story made during the
Space and Satellite data artist residency at Inspace, Centre
for Design Informatics.

The story references the way scientists measure biomass
using satellite data and measures on the ground.
The illustrations are made with pen on paper, the colour
layers are drawn digitally.
The zine is printed in 3 colours (green, orange and black) on
recycled natural paper. The price is £14. It will be, for now,
available exclusively from Typewronger books in Edinburgh
(collect in person or worldwide shipping). If you want to
order a copy, you can now pre-order it by emailing Tom at
info@typewronger.com You can also preview a digital copy
at: https://cecilesimonis.be/The-Return
Inscription: the Journal of Material Text – Theory, Practice,
History. Issue 1 launches September 24th 2020
Inscription is a new kind of journal, combining imaginative
thinking and critical rigour and featuring work by
practitioners – book artists, printmakers and writers –
alongside academic discussion. Inscription’s focus is not
just on the meanings and uses of the codex book, but also
the nature of writing surfaces (papery or otherwise), and
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the processes of mark-marking in the widest possible sense:
from hand-press printing to vapour trails in the sky; from
engraved stones to digital text. The journal’s theoretically
aware, trans-historical, and cross-disciplinary remit will
break with the conventions of academic ghettoisation,
creating connections between areas that have much to say
to one another – bibliography, media theory, conservation,
the history of the book, museum studies, and artist’s book
studies, for instance – enabling wide-ranging conversation
and unexpected juxtapositions. Inscription promises not
only to add to the field but to set new agendas for the
next phase in the study of material texts. Each edition of
Inscription will have a guest artist-in-residence, digital
artist-in-residence, poet-in-residence and writer-inresidence; and each edition will be accompanied by a vinyl
LP featuring an author reading from their work.

Editors:
Adam Smyth, Adam Smyth, Professor of English Literature
and the History of the Book, Balliol College, Oxford
University
Simon Morris, Professor of Art, Leeds Beckett University
Gill Partington, University of Exeter
Publisher: Information as Material, York in partnership with
Leeds Beckett University

Our first issue has a dos-à-dos format, inspired by Edgar
Allan Poe’s short story ‘A Descent into the Maelström’,
means Inscription has two beginnings, no end, and a central
colophon with the publishing information spiralling down
into nothing. Contents are as follows:
Serena Smith, ‘On Stone’
Serena Smith is a visual artist based in Leicester. Her stone
lithographs are held in public and private collections and
she has been the recipient of a number of prizes and awards.
Serena is currently a doctoral candidate at Loughborough
University under the supervision of Professor Marsha
Meskimmon and Dr. Deborah Harty; her ongoing research
considers the mutually generative intersection between the
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inscriptive practices of stone lithography and writing.
www.serenasmith.org
Rebecca Bullard, ‘Paper Wraps Stone: Monumental,
Manuscript, and Printed Epitaphs in eighteenth-century
England’
Rebecca Bullard is Associate Professor of English Literature
at the University of Reading. She is the author of The Politics
of Disclosure: Secret History Narratives, 1674-1725 (2009)
and co-editor, with John McTague, of The Plays and Poems
of Nicholas Rowe, volume 1 (2017). She has special interests
in book history, eighteenth-century politics and life-writing
- including epitaphs.
Catherine Clover, ‘Writing the Birds: Barrawarn’
Catherine Clover’s multidisciplinary practice addresses
communication through voice, language and the interplay
between hearing/listening, seeing/reading. Using field
recording, digital imaging and the spoken/written word
she explores an expanded approach to language within and
across species through a framework of everyday experience.
www.ciclover.com
Michael Durrant, ‘Old Books, New Beginnings:
Recovering Lost Pages’
Michael Durrant is a lecturer in Early Modern Literature at
Bangor University. His first monograph, The Dreaded Name
of Henry Hills: The Lives, Transformations, and Afterlives of a
Seventeenth Century Printer, will be published in 2021.
Kathryn James, ‘Skin’
Kathryn James is Curator of Early Modern Books and
Manuscripts at the Beinecke Library, Yale University, and
co-organizer of the Yale Program in the History of the Book.
She is the author of English Paleography & Manuscript
Culture, 1500-1800 (2020).
John T. Hamilton, ‘Haft: Kafka in Process’
John Hamilton is the William R. Kenan Professor of
German and Comparative Literature at Harvard University.
His publications include Soliciting Darkness: Pindar,
Obscurity, and the Classical Tradition (2003); Music,
Madness, and the Unworking of Language (2008); Security:
Politics, Humanity, and the Philology of Care (2013); and
Philology of the Flesh (2018).
Alexandra Franklin, ‘Casting off: a journey in five starts’
Alexandra Franklin is co-ordinator of the Bodleian Libraries
Centre for the Study of the Book. Printing Moby-Dick is
a personal project which emerged from her professional
work, supporting research into the historical methods and
materials used in making manuscripts and books.
Alice Wickenden, ‘Things to know before beginning, or:
Why Provenance is Paratextual’
Alice Wickenden is finishing a collaborative PhD with the
British Library and Queen Mary, University of London,
titled ‘Hans Sloane’s Library and its Material Connections’.
She works on bringing theories of collecting and
institutional practice into conversation with the material
book in order to understand what it means to talk about a
library as a distinct sort of collection. Alice has forthcoming
work in Publishing History.
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The Roland Barthes Reading Group, ‘The Work as Will’
The Roland Barthes Reading Group has been parsing
Roland Barthes’s The Preparation of the Novel [Trans. Kate
Briggs] for four years. His text repeatedly lays out the
conditions for beginning without ever quite starting his
novel project. The group ran an Unmasterclass seminar with
guest reader Anne Boyer as part of the Poetics in Commons
symposium at the University of Sheffield. Work from
this session is currently being edited into a forthcoming
publication published by Ma Bibliothèque. The Roland
Barthes group include: Emma Bolland, Julia Calver, Helen
Clarke, Louise Finney, Suzannah Gent, Sharon Kivland,
Debbie Michaels, Hestia Peppé, and Rachel Smith.
Artist-in-residence: Jérémie Bennequin (fold-out doublesided print)
Jérémie Bennequin has been developing an interdisciplinary
practice as an artist that focuses on themes of time, memory
and erasure. Drawing is at the heart of his visual arts
practice and literature has consistently been found to be the
raw material for his work and the catalyst for his ideas. He
is well known for having erased the work of Marcel Proust,
In Search of Lost Time, following a rigorous methodology of
one page a day for a project that lasted ten years.
www.jeremiebennequin.com
Cover Artist: Erica Baum
Erica Baum is well known for her varied photographic
series capturing text and image in found printed material,
from paperback books to library indexes and most recently
sewing patterns. She received her MFA from Yale University
in 1994 and her BA in Anthropology from Barnard in 1984.
Her work is held in the collections of the Whitney Museum
of American Art, New York; Solomon R. Guggenheim
Museum, New York; The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York; MAMCO, Geneva; Albright‐ Knox Art Gallery,
Buffalo, New York; Centre National des Arts Plastiques,
Paris; FRAC Ile de France, Paris; and Yale University Art
Gallery, New Haven. http://www.bureau-inc.com/mainsite/
Artists/Erica/EricaBaum.html
Digital-artist-in-residence: Craig Saper with Ian Truelove
(Augmented Reality work)
Craig J. Saper, a Professor at UMBC, has published Artificial
Mythologies; Networked Art; The Amazing Adventures
of Bob Brown; Intimate Bureaucracies. He co-curated
TypeBound (on typewriter and sculptural poetry), and was
the co-founder of folkvine.org. Roving Eye Press books (all
free as downloads) and links to two other books. http://
rovingeyepress.umbc.edu/ He has co-edited many scholarly
collections and critical editions, including in 2020 Readies
for Bob Brown’s Machine.
Poet-in-residence: Craig Dworkin (poem)
Craig Dworkin is the author, most recently, of The PineWoods Notebook (Kenning Editions (2019) and two
scholarly monographs: Dictionary Poetics: Toward a Radical
Lexicography (Fordham, 2020) and Radium of the Word: A
Poetics of Materiality (Chicago, 2020). He teaches literary
history and theory at the University of Utah and curates the
Eclipse archive: www.eclipsearchive.org
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Writer-in-residence: Sean Ashton (vinyl LP recording)
Sean Ashton was an associate editor of MAP Magazine
(2008-12) and writer for Art Review (2012–17 ). He is a
Senior Lecturer at Leeds School of Arts, Leeds Beckett
University. Ashton writes fiction, criticism and poetry. His
novel Living in a Land (Ma Bibliothèque 2017) is a fictional
memoir written in sentences constructed in the negative,
while his forthcoming book Sampler (Valley Press, 2020)
is a selection of excerpts from an imaginary encyclopaedia
compiled entirely by poets.
Editorial Board: Sean Ashton, Derek Beaulieu, Sarah
Bodman, Christian Bök, Angie Butler, Felipe Cussen,
Johanna Drucker, Dennis Duncan, Rob Fitterman, Jo
Hamill, Nasser Hussain, Tina Lupton, Bonnie Mak, Kaja
Marczewska, Brooke Palmieri, Craig Saper, Nick Thurston,
Whitney Trettien, Daniel Wakelin, Patrick Wildgust,
Abigail Williams.
OPEN ACCESS
Inscription is a double-blind peer-reviewed, gold open
access journal. In addition to physical copies of each issue
being available for purchase by subscription, all the journal
articles published in each issue of Inscription are freely
available on the public internet from the date of publication:
permitting any users to read, download, copy, distribute,
print, search, or link to the full texts of these articles, All
creative content of each issue is licensed under the Creative
Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International
License. For full terms of use, visit:
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
Inscription (Print) ISSN 2634-7210

To take out a subscription for Inscription: the Journal
of Material Text – Theory, Practice, History which will
include volumes 1 ‘beginnings’ and volume 2 ‘holes’,
please send £70GBP using one of the following payment
methods:
By Paypal using the following email address:
inscriptionjournalsubscription@gmail.com
Paypal will automatically ask you to include your email
address for communication and your mailing address, so we
will have all the details we need to complete your order.
or - By direct banking transfer into the following bank
account: Barclays Bank PLC, Parliament Street, York, Y01
1XD England, Account, A/C no: 40694029, Sort code: 2099-56, A/C Name: INFORMATION AS MATERIAL IBAN
GB75 BARC 2099 5640 6940 29 | SWIFTBIC BARCGB22
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IMPORTANT NOTE: If you use the direct banking transfer,
please ensure you also send us your postal address (so we
know where to send your journals) and the email address
you would like us to use for communication with you.
You can send us these details here:
inscriptionthejournal@gmail.com

be developed. Brief quotes by Bakker, Rodger and Maandag
document aspects of each individual’s personal experience
in relation to the photograph.

If you have any questions about the journal, please do
contact us at inscriptionthejournal@gmail.com

Unprocessed
Roelof Bakker
Negative Press
Unprocessed (published 14 July 2020) is an artist’s book
responding visually to research carried out for Bakker’s
article ‘A Boy’s Own Trauma: Revisiting a Photograph
Recorded in a Nazi Concentration Camp First Encountered
as a Child’, published in European Journal of Life Writing,
Vol 9, July 2020, University of Groningen Press, Groningen,
Netherlands. Bakker’s investigation was directed by critical
thinking and research by Ariella Azoulay, Ulrich Baer,
Roland Barthes, Susie Linfield, Werner Sollors and Susan
Sontag amongst others.
In both the article and the artist’s book, Bakker engages with
a George Rodger photograph, which he first encountered
as a child growing up in the Netherlands in a slideshow at
school over forty years ago.
In the article, he finally develops this photograph, which
registered in his mind yet remained unprocessed, actively
engaging with it as a photographer, investigator and
spectator, but also as a human being, integrating thought
and feeling into an ethical and responsible process of
analysis, connecting the photograph to a world outside its
frame, towards a future unknown at the time of exposure.
In Unprocessed, black squares framed with wide white
borders – subconsciously inspired by Kazimir Malevich’s
1915 painting ‘Black Square’ – symbolise a negative yet to
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Only part of the original George Rodger photograph
is shown; a factual caption supplies the reader with the
missing visual information, including the name and identity
of the boy in the photograph: Sieg Maandag, a seven-year
old Dutch Jewish boy, a victim and survivor of BergenBelsen concentration camp. Both the EJLW article and
the artist’s book propose a definitive caption to avoid the
photograph being misinterpreted, which has often been the
case since the photograph’s first publication on 7 May 1945
in American picture magazine LIFE.
‘A Boy’s Own Trauma: Revisiting a Photograph Recorded in
a Nazi Concentration Camp First Encountered as a Child’
at European Journal of Life Writing, published 7 July 2020,
read at https://ejlw.eu/ or download a PDF at https://ejlw.eu/
article/view/36907/34435
Unprocessed, published 14 July 2020 (28pp, 21cm x 21cm,
stapled, Negative Press London)
£12.00. Available from the Negative Press shop at
https://negativepresslondon.bigcartel.com/product/
unprocessed

REPORTS & REVIEWS
Report from Sumi Perera
Wish You/We Were Here/There...
Curated by Sumi Perera
Explores the Power of the Postcard.
Take a journey through 12 walls of work from members of
The London Group, UK’s oldest Artist Collective:
http://www.thelondongroup.com/about/
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View 39 works all contemplative of the current climate
we live in, through the medium of video stills, sound
recordings, sculptures, found objects, photos, prints,
drawings, poetry & paintings.
-explore ideas of shifting borders…
-take urban & rural walks…
-sense nostalgia, yearning & loss…
-follow protest marches & demonstrations…
-visit the landscapes (both internal & external, physical &
mental)…

concept of a double-side small open ‘page’, a postcard show.
The POSTCARD, the most democratic open multiple, that
is read not only by the sender & receiver, but also often
surreptitiously by the messenger.
This is our story to share:
My contribution for this project was titled:
GLITCH-Hold Still-Our New Normal
[A manipulated waxed photographic print/page]

Click on each work to expand and read its backstory…
http://www.thelondongroup.com/wish-you-we-were-herethere/
This is Phase I of a 3-part exhibition, that will tour as an
offline exhibition & form a limited edition of collective
works.
Galleries & Artist Collectives (National & International)
who may be interested in hosting an exchange touring
exhibition, please contact: either The London Group or me
directly: sumi_perera@hotmail.com

Invite: If You Could Hear- Clive Burton LG
Graphics: Darren Nisbett LG

This was a project I started more than 30 years ago in the
80s, when Suda my eldest daughter (my first born child),
was separated from us for 14 months, when she missed her
one & only baby sister Suvey’s birth (my last born child) &
christening during the Civil War in my native country Sri
Lanka. It’s important timing this month, as this is the 1st
time in the UK, that a month has been dedicated to South
East Asian issues.
I was so delighted when the prestigious Artist Collective,
The London Group established in 1913 (with many Royal
Academicians as fellow members: Henry Moore, Barbara
Hepworth, Jacob Epstein, Frank Bowling (still a very active
fellow member, who had a long overdue Retrospective
Exhibition at Tate Britain last year), embraced the humble
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A variation of a photograph submitted for the exhibition
HOLD STILL at the National Portrait Gallery, convened
by the Duchess of Cambridge during lockdown. This is my
youngest daughter Suvey, captured on my iPhone during a
WhatsApp call, when her image would glitch each time she
moved, & did not hold still rendering her skin to acquire
patchy skin tones of varying hues. She reminded me of
Winnie Harlow, the beautiful black supermodel who has
vitiligo (white de-pigmented skin patches).
During the pandemic the only access I have had with
my family & friends, is via a digital interface. Suvey &
her husband Mike are expecting their 1st child, my 1st
grandson. They are both doctors in Scotland & he has
been denied attending any antenatal scans due to Covid
restrictions. He had not seen his first-born baby in
development at any stage. I’ve created physical ‘pixels’ on
her images, that introduce additional skin tones dependent
on what angle you view the image.
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The other significant ‘happening’ that occurred during
these dark & trying times were the protest marches staged
throughout the world, triggered by the colour of skin of an
individual’s last few minutes dying, gasping for breath.
This was made possible by the recording, capture of the
film/clip of a disturbing even on a handheld mobile device,
shared on social media apps & platforms.
Both my grandchildren are & will be bi-racial. I miss
touching them & seeing them physically. I wish I was there
& they were here & life was not on hold… 31 years ago, I
was separated from my firstborn child Suda (in Sri Lanka,
she was denied entry into the UK). I was here pregnant
with Suvey in the UK, & Suda was there in SL with my
parents. The darkest period of my life. I sent my 3 year old
child postcards & videos regularly. There was no other
technology to ease the pain of separation for 14 months,
unlike now. Suda now researches & teaches on similar issues
at Sussex University & has dedicated her life to working in
Africa (Rwanda & Congo mainly), Israel, Lebanon, Jordan
etc: https://profiles.sussex.ac.uk/p406143-suda-perera
3 postcards from fellow members:
Micheál OConnell
Be a Hero. Postcard

parties runs through Trench Town, and the photograph
shows one of the many short-cuts/escape routes made
through walls during times of political violence. The
image sums up Trench Town for me - beautiful, sculptural
structures made for very practical reasons.
David Redfern
Wish I Was Here. Postcard

I was involved in another postcard project, initiated by
ABC Artists’ Books Cooperative, during the ‘lockdown’
period which was about reimagining Paris, and connected
with Lettrism and Situationism. For reasons which will be
immediately obvious, the same image I contributed to that
(with slight adjustments) seemed very relevant to this call.
As it happens the first known printed picture postcard,
with an image on one side, was created in France in 1870
at Camp Conlie by Léon Besnardeau. Conlie was a training
camp for soldiers in the Franco-Prussian War. So the origins
of the photographic postcard do seem to coincide precisely
in time and space with the nineteenth century Communard
uprising which forms the background subject matter of this
montage.
Charlotte C Mortensson
Election, Jamaica, 2020 [Archival digital print]
I am happy to say that I am submitting this from where I
wish to be - Jamaica, working on a video project in Trench
Town. Soon after I arrived an election was called for 3rd
September. The front line between the main two political
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I posted to myself a whole series of postcards on the
occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of the Moon landings
in 1969 juxtaposed with Captain Cook landing in New
Zealand two hundred years earlier in 1769. In August 2018
the Post Office had published a set of stamps titled ‘Captain
Cook and the Endeavour Voyage’ which I used to post
fifteen postcards to myself with images of my own work on
‘the front’. Only fourteen arrived, one is lost in the post, I’m
still waiting.
Please visit the ONLINE Exhibition to see 35 more
postcards & click on each work to expand and read its
backstory…
http://www.thelondongroup.com/wish-you-we-were-herethere/
FOR MORE INFO email or visit:
sumi_perera@hotmail.com
https://www.instagram.com/sumi_perera/
https://www.facebook.com/sumi.perera.71
https://twitter.com/PereraSumi
https://www.saatchiart.com/sumiperera
Sheffield Artist’s Book Centre – An Update
At our last bi-monthly Committee meeting in late February
I agreed to write an update on our activities and progress
over the last few months for the Book Arts Newsletter.
And then things got a little confused, muddled and above all
else changed: no news there for anyone: everyone has been
implicated one way or another.
Suffice to say, Sheffield ABC has been somewhat kicked into
the long grass: if not quite abandoned, then certainly left out
in the rain.
For all of us involved, this has been something of the way
of things since we began. Those involved in Sheffield ABC
have a wealth of experience; the intent and energy to create
something in the city is not in doubt: but what that thing
is, how it will function, its long term aims and ambitions
remain today, as in February, undecided.
If we had been wary of taking on premises, making
commitments to volunteer and generally increasing our
expenditure then recent months have shown the wisdom
of our caution in ways we could never have predicted. That
said, our ambition and enthusiasm will hopefully still be in
place when things lift.
If recent events have done little to change our ‘everything’s
up in the air’, ‘everything’s up for grabs’ mentality, then it
seems timely as we emerge from this collective pause and
rethink, to at least recap where we were.
Sheffield Artist’s Book Fair - Saturday 5th October 2019
In October last year we hosted and organised the inaugural
Sheffield Artist’s Book Fair as part of the Off The Shelf
Festival of Books, with our partners at Kurious Arts in
Sheffield. For a first event, the Fair was a great success.
We had work on display from 85 different artists from
all parts of the UK and beyond with a healthy mix of
local involvement alongside more established book fair
exhibitors. We were delighted and somewhat humbled that
Islam Aly had ventured all the way from Cairo to exhibit at
the event. The venue at Castle House in the heart of Sheffield
proved a great success: being centrally located and having a
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food court on the ground floor meant the fair was a hive of
activity and it was great to take artists’ books into the public
arena, outside the usual academic or gallery setting.
In addition to the attention we garnered from passers by,
we had over 1600 visitors to the Book Fair stalls over its sixhour duration. We conducted visitor surveys and feedback
was almost invariably positive. As with any such event, there
were things to learn and things we could improve upon but
the overall experience and feedback from participants and
visitors alike only served to spur us on in our organisational
endeavours.
You can find out more about the fair in a couple of films shot
on the day and expertly put together by Kurious Arts at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i9O7xy5ABUo&t=342s
And if you are interested in taking part in the next Fair,
proposed for 2021, then get in touch with us via our website:
https://artistsbookcentre.org.uk/contact

An example of one of Islam Aly’s beautifully bound books

Sheffield Artist’s Book Centre Open Forum Saturday 5th October 2019
In the evening following the Book Fair we held an Open
Forum event led by Chris Taylor from The University of
Leeds. The aim of the event was to gauge the level of interest
and demand for our activities and to get a broader, and
hopefully consensus view, as to how any organisation should
develop and what it might look like and do going forwards.
A short report on the event can be found on our website: the
main outcomes were as follows:
- The group needed to consider the relationship between the
book collection, an artist’s book centre and the artist’s book
fair.
- Evaluation of the Fair itself would help to advise upon this.
- The Centre should remain independent of the Universities
but keep open dialogue and seek ways of collaborating.
- We could ask people who participated in the Book Fair to
donate a book to the Collection.
- The Website should be developed with different strands
to reflect differing interests – Collection, Book Fair,
Information, Writing etc.
- Rather than try to grow too quickly we could develop
in the short term by setting up a series of pilot projects
in schools, universities and community centres to gauge
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interest and to evaluate types of activity in light of the above
discussion.
Exhibitions from the Collection
In September 2019, in the run up to the Artists Book Fair,
we set up an exhibition in the large vitrine on the first
floor of Sheffield Central Library, using predominantly
sculptural-style books from the Artist’s Book Prize
Collection. The exhibition was on display for a month and
afforded the opportunity to showcase the Collection and
promote the Fair to the many hundreds of visitors passing
by each day.

the Collection itself is also up for discussion. Following
a suggestion at the Open Forum event in October, it was
decided that if the organisation were to focus upon Fairs
and similar events, as opposed to The Book Prize per se,
then maybe the Collection should follow that lead.
In that spirit, we invited participants from the Book Fair
to donate a book to the Collection and to date we have
received 29 new books. These will be used in workshops
that we intend to host in schools and colleges, and will the
Collection to develop in new and dynamic ways.
ABC Club Nights (where the w-rap is a binding as
opposed to a soundtrack)
Following the Book Fair, we established an Artist’s Book
Club, hosting monthly get togethers, where members meet
to discuss work, organise workshops, share techniques and
ideas, and generally adapt the activities to their own needs
and wants.
The first Artist’s Book Club took place in October last year
and so far there have been three meetings.

Above: Books from the Sheffield Artist’s Book Prize Collection
on display in Sheffield Central Library; Below: Close up of
Display in Sheffield Library

This was followed by an exhibition at Kollider in Castle
House, which we put up in another vitrine in November
last year. Whilst the audience here was restricted to those
who work and visit the building, one of our overriding aims
is to get the Collection seen by people outside a traditional
gallery or museum setting and as such we will be looking for
similar opportunities in the future.
Updating the Book Collection
We are very conscious of the fact that the Artist’s Book
Prize Collection is both a unique collection of artists’ books
and a snapshot in time. Arising as it does from entries
to the Book Prize (generously donated by the artists) the
Collection offers a real snapshot of the kinds of books being
made all over the world from 2007 until 2015. Four years
on, and with no immediate plans to relaunch the Prize,
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A bookbinding workshop for members of the Artist’s Book Club

The first meeting began at Kommune, the same venue as
the Book Fair, but was a little too noisy for our show and
tell plans so we took an evening stroll that led us to Sarah
Dye´s flat nearby. Sarah’s flat contained so many collections
curated and displayed in so many ways it felt a bit like being
inside an artist’s book. That evening we discussed what this
monthly gathering should look like moving forward, which
sparked the idea of the Book Club meetings moving around
Sheffield, exploring one another’s studios and practices
and learning from each other. The meeting also involved a
show and tell of our work over tea. Works were very diverse,
and it was particularly interesting to hear more about the
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books from the makers involved in an intimate and sharing
environment. Jill Lauriston brought a contemporary version
of a real leather medieval lap book including an iPhone
dummy. Michelle Saxon told us about her creative process,
working with found drift glass, fire arts, natural dyes and
Coptic binding. Another participant was working on natural
elements and dyes, boiling flowers, leaves and paper. There
was also an intricate pop-up book containing a Viking´s
tale. Lara Gonzalez brought one of her collaborative works,
a tracing paper bound structure containing different artists’
fotozines, which are also downloadable.
At the second meeting we had a hands-on tutorial led
by Pat Hodson at her studio in Millhouses. She was very
welcoming and generous in her teaching. Pat demonstrated
an experimental cross structure binding, with the option
for participants to take notes and try it out if they wanted,
or just to meet in convivial surroundings, watch and drink
tea. It was so much fun, and everyone made the process of
learning feel very relaxed.

in different ways but perhaps not come together collectively
as a group in any way. Isolation has been a very productive
time for many of us in terms of our creative practice and
maybe the months ahead offer the opportunity to show and
share the artistic fruits of lockdown labour.
John Clark, Sarah Dye & Lara Gonzalez
August 2020
https://artistsbookcentre.org.uk
Exhibition report from Valeri Burov in Kirov, Russia
Dear friends and colleagues! 28th July in the museum
named after M.E. Saltykov-Shchedrin a new international
exhibition opened, “Love and Music” in the format of the
Artist’s Book. The exhibition opened after a delay of four
months due to the pandemic. We hope to continue the
exhibition until the end of September 2020.

The third meeting was in February with Michelle Saxon
teaching us Coptic binding at Persistence Works. She had
prepared a little bag of materials for each of us to create a
small Coptic stitched book, which she patiently taught us,
once again with lots of cups of tea (and even biscuits on this
occasion!).
The group comprised familiar faces, including participants
from the Book Fair alongside new members, some of whom
make it to all meetings while others drop in less regularly.
There are now around fifteen visitors to our club nights with
numbers varying from session to session. We decided to
charge a yearly fee of £10 and had a fully booked calendar
of workshops and studio visits organised for 2020. Covid, of
course, stopped that in its tracks. In the interim we set up a
closed Facebook Group for members to share their work but
it has not really been much used to date. We hope to pick
up again early September in some shape or form.
Other Events Planning
In February we met with Off The Shelf Festival to discuss
our next large scale event for October this year – a
Symposium or Artist’s Book Day. It may now be the time to
see if this has traction online in some way.
We also had plans for our first birthday party following our
AGM in April. It is hoped that we can do this as a socially
distant event outdoors at some point this Summer.
Sarah Dye took part in an artist’s book residency online
with Omenica Arts in British Columbia and was able to
teach a workshop via Zoom. It is hoped that there will be a
return event next summer with Cat Sivertsen, an artist from
British Columbia, coming over to Sheffield to work with
the collection here. The outcome of this residency will be a
collaborative artist’s book to add to the ABC Collection and
one going to a collection in Canada. Sarah also made a set
of three simple instructional films for the Sheffield Creative
Guild as an introduction to concertina books for members
of the Guild during lockdown.
Over the last few months we have all adapted our practice
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About 40 Russian and sixteen foreign artists took part
in it. New names and countries appeared among foreign
participants. They are Lee Sherman and R. Simms (Great
Britain), N. Gorman (Ireland), Dadanautik (Germany), A.
Kekesh (Guam Island, USA), E. Erte (Turkey), G. Thomas
(Holland), O. K ... Gavriliu (Romania), E. Giens (Hungary)
and R. Rubanik (Belarus). The project was also supported by
our permanent participants: S. Bodman, E Schatz, J. Batey,
T. Söborg, S. Volosyuk…
Last year’s cooperation in the Republic of Tatarstan gave a
positive result and increased the number of participants.
Lada Ayudag (Ayupova), Timur Khairullin, Viktor
Timofeev, Tatiana Shatalina, Marina Abramova,
F. Kazakova and others showed their works.
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As always, the exhibition is attended by artists from Kirov:
G. Balabanova, T. Korshunova, A. Gruzdev, V. Burov…
Unfortunately, due to the virus, students from two colleges
of Kirov and the University of Kazan did not take part, since
in March they were allowed to go home, as well as some of
our permanent participants from other cities in Russia and
abroad. However, this did not affect the overall quality of the
exhibition as a whole and the level of works, most of which
were made in one copy and are unique.

organise them into groups of works, groups that at first
sight are surprising in their variety, but are nevertheless
deeply related. From reflective searching for one’s identity,
it is not far to exploring the unconscious of Sigmund Freud.
From which Gunnesch’s conceptual works form a cathartic
contrast that feels like an appeal: “Open up, my friend!”
The exhibition is accompanied by a catalogue (German/
English). A detailed list of the works in the show is available
on request: info@druckundbuch.com

I express my deep gratitude to all participants for supporting
the project and wish them new creative successes.
Valeri Burov, curator of the exhibition.
STOP PRESS!
From the p’s & q’s press - Books from the British Library
Contemporary British Collection are celebrated with a
cabinet dedicated to women artists in the Treasures Room.
It is exciting to see the form find its place amongst some
of the most important publications and documents in
the world. We are honoured that Meeting Point by Leonie
Lachlan and Hatbox by Christine Tacq were selected
to feature in this display. Pages of these two and many
extra new books can also be viewed, and turned, at the
Oxford Fine Press Book Fair which will now take place in
November 2021. For information about p’s & q’s press please
find us at http://christinetacq.blogspot.com

Galerie DRUCK & BUCH - Susanne Padberg
Berggasse 21/2, A - 1090 Vienna, Austria.
http://www.druckundbuch.com
Call for artists’ books influenced by Coronavirus
lockdowns - Dr. Lilian Landes of the Bavarian State
Library in Munich, Germany is currently searching for and
collecting artists’ books produced during and influenced by
the Coronavirus lockdowns around the world.

Photograph by Anna Lachlan

The British Library is open, Monday to Sunday, Free Entry.
Book in advance, Tel: +44(0)1937546546,
email: boxoffice@bl.uk
Stefan Gunnesch - IN PROGRESS - Artists’ Books
Galerie DRUCK & BUCH, Vienna, Austria
4th - 25th September 2020
Opening Thursday 3rd September 2020, 7 - 9pm
Searching for identity, descending into the depths, surging
into space, fooling around with real things, exploring the
past ‒ all of this, in the broadest textual and visual sense,
can be found in the artist books of Stefan Gunnesch.
When looking at the good two dozen artists’ books he
has created in less than ten years, it is already possible to
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If you have made an artist’s book during this time that might
be suitable please email an image of the work (no larger
than 1MB) and details of size, weight and contextual info to:
Landes@bsb-muenchen.de (N.B. - due to a current
secondment - people will receive my out-of-office-mail, but
I hope to be able to check and send a short reply to you).
Multiple Art Days, the art fair devoted to a wide range
of contemporary art editions – whose sixth edition is
postponed until 2021 – launches MAD TV.
Each week, we will be posting new episodes in which
publishers, dealers and artists invite you to discover the
story of one of their recent works.
http://multipleartdays.fr/
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Just Ornamental
Cathey Webb
A gatefold style book inspired by There’s No Place Like
Home, print by Dulcie Fulton (https://www.mostlyflat.co.uk/
collections/letterpress-prints/products/theres-no-place-likehome-a5-limited-edition-letterpress-print ) (@mostlyflat);
Decorative Japanese Papers (75 x 65 cm) by David Butcher
for size and cover, and the joy our once tiny Ornamental
Olive tree brings.

archivists who have risked and even lost their own lives to
protect the knowledge in their care. The talk is associated
with the book of the same title to be published by John
Murray in September 2020. Free event, book via the link at:
https://visit.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/event/burning-the-books-ahistory-of-knowledge-under-attack
Employment Opportunity:
Assistant Director & Inventory Manager
Art Metropole, Toronto, Canada
Art Metropole is seeking applications for the full-time
position of Assistant Director and Inventory Manager. This
position will be instrumental in carrying the organization
through a challenging and exciting transition, as the
organization moves to a new facility and adapts in the short
term to measures related to the COVID-19 pandemic.
The ideal candidate will demonstrate a strong interest
in contemporary art & publishing practices and will be
motivated to ensure the success of the organization as we
look forward to its 50th anniversary.
$45,000 per annum based on an average of a 35-hour
work week. This position carries an expected start date
in October 2020. Benefits include an extended health
plan and opportunities for paid time off for professional
development. The position entails working Saturdays and
occasional evenings, and may require occasional national
or international travel. Art Metropole’s office is located
in downtown Toronto; the primary language required is
English. Application deadline: September 19th at 5pm ET.
More information and details of how to apply at: https://
artmetropole.com/events/call-for-applications-assistantdirector-inventory-manager

For up to date / last minute news…
follow Sarah on Twitter:
https://twitter.com/SarahBodman
Size 73 x 63 mm, printed with letterpress ornaments on an
Adana 8x5. The title font is Times 8pt, printed on a frostedgold cover over pale-yellow card, with a pale-yellow paper
slip case. Edition of 20, £10 each.
See Instagram @catheywebb or Twitter @cathey_webb for a
video. For orders please email: catheyart@gmail.com
Burning the books: a history of knowledge under attack
Online event supported by the Friends of the Bodleian
Free discussion, Tuesday 9th September 2020, 1-2pm
From Jim Kelly: Bodley’s Librarian Richard Ovenden will
discuss the long history of the destruction of libraries and
archives, ranging from the ancient world to the era
of cyber warfare.
His talk will highlight both the social importance of
preserving knowledge, as well as the role of librarians and
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UWE Bristol Exhibitions are within Bower Ashton
Library. Please check access hours before travelling.
http://www1.uwe.ac.uk/library/visitingthelibrary/
openingtimes/bowerashton.aspx
Tel: 0117 3284750 (library main desk)
NEXT DEADLINE: 12TH OCTOBER FOR THE
NOVEMBER 2020 NEWSLETTER
If you have news, please email items for the BAN to:
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk Please supply any images as
good quality RGB jpegs (200 dpi) at 8.5 cm across.
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk | Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
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